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Mardi Gras Sets Spring Weekend Spirit 
by Neal Oxman and Alan Horohoo 
Jl'[ardi Gras is the theme of work on the BPC and the Scan- school, he was awarded a scholar-
Spring weekend '69, and one work on the BBC, and the Scan- ship to Juilliard where he studiel!_ 
theme of a Mardi Gras is variety. dinavian Television Network. In for some time before deciding to 
In keeping with this theme the Canada, Josh has appeared on go out on his own. His first job 
Junior Class has provided a "Let's Sing Out" and "The Pierre was with Artie 
variety of performers who range Berton Show." In addition to his orc'hestra which served as 
from single folk singers to an ever-increasing number of solo springboard for his association 
entire orchestra. The weekend, appearances Josh has been pre- with larger groups among which 
April 24-26, will also feature the sented in concert with the Henry were Eddy Duchin, Paul White-
traditional float parade down Mancini Orchestra, The Glenn man and the Dorsey brothers. 
State Street on Saturday morning Miller Band, as well as many of After his tour with Ji~my Dor-
at 11 a.m. the country's leading concert sey he became a staff musician 
On Thursday night Josh White, groups. Mr. White will be fol- for CBS which gave him the free-
Jr., a noted folk singer, will en- lowed by Wilmer and the Dukes dom to develop his own style of 
tertain in concert at 8 p.m. in the at 10:30 p.m. performing. Then in 1950 RCA-
gym. Known throughout the The Mardi Gras Ball at 9:00 Victor signed him to organize 
United States, Canada, and p.m. Friday in the gym will fea- an orchestra and record under 
Europe he has won the acclaim ture Buddy Morrow and His his own name. That group's first 
of audiences whether they be in Night Train Orchestra and The hit was a song called "Night 
1 night club or a coffee house. Times Square Two. Train" which sold over a million 
He has been seen in the Village Organized in 1951 the Morrow copies and established the Buddy 
~ate and Bitter End in New York, Orchestra is in greater demand Morrow orchestra as one of the 
the Troubadour in Los Angeles for colleges and proms than any big musical attractions on the 
is well as over forty other clubs other band in the nation. His road. The band followed this with 
.n the United States and Europe. introduction to music came from a string of hits including "One 
Josh has performed over 500 con- his family who gave him his first Mint Julep," "I Don't Know," and 
:erts for colleges and universities trombone on his tweltb birthday. "Hey Mrs. Jones." The Morrow 
111 over the United States as well Buddy showed a natural affinity orchestra's versitility allows them 
to perform for more than one 1s five dramatic roles on Broad- for music and he swiftly pro-
11ay, most recently in "Only In gressed to the point where he 
i\merica" and "The Long Dream." performed with local groups. 
European viewers have seen bis Upon graduating from high 
type of audience. They can play 
college proms, elegant hotel ball 
rooms or two hour jazz concerts. 
Continued on page 3 
"I am the god of Hellfire and I bring you FIRE," Arthur Brown 
, , ,' 
Noted folk singer Josh White scheduled for Friday night 
concert. 
SPRING WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
. April 24, 25, 26 
THURSDAY, APRIL 2-1 
John White Jr. concert - Gym 8:00 
Wilmer Alexander and The Dukes (Gym 10:30 p.m.) 
FRIDAY, APRIL 25 
Mardi Gras Ball - Gym 9:00 - featuring Budd\· :\Iorrow 
and his "Night Train Orchestra"' · 
The Times Square Two 
Midnight Cafe - Terrace 1 :00 a.m. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 26 
lvfardi Gras Float Parade - Downtown 11: 00 a.111. 
The Crazy \Vorld of Arthur Brown Concert - Gym 8:00 
p.m. 
Midnight Cafe - Terrace 1:00 a.m. 
Fish1kin leaves Io Co 1' o 
Return to W ashingto]l]_ JPositiolill 
by Sandy Mulford 
1\,lr. Leee J. Fishkin, Executive Assistant to President Dillingham. 
has resigned and returned to the position of the Office of the Special 
Assistant to the President of Telecommunications in Washington, 
D.C. He has been Executive Assistant for four months. The job was 
created to relieve the President of as much of his burden as possible 
so he is able to maintain a close relationship with students and 
faculty. 
Recruiters Barred 
From Union by Vole 
Of Student Congress 
by Rick Fuller 
Student Congress passed a bill 
Monday night temporarily barring 
all recruiters, both military and 
nonmilitary, from the lobby of 
the Student Union. The bill was 
passed at the request of Egbert 
Union Plant and the Operations 
Policy Committee as a result of 
disturbances which have occurred 
during the past year while re-
cruiters occupied tables in the 
union lobby. 
The reasons for the request 
were: 
I. An adequate time period will 
be necessary to investigate the 
issues and formulate a rational 
policy. This time will be needed 
to carry on discussions with sev-
eral campus groups and the Di-
rector of Services For Career 
Planning as well as possibly con-
ducting a campus-wide refer-
endum. 
2. A committee that will be 
appointed by the Executive Com-
mittee will attempt to find a 
permanent solution. 
Housing Diredor 
Resigns; Plans To 
Resume Education 
by Don Tepper 
Harvey Huth, Ithaca's Director 
of Housing since August, 1968, is 
resigning at the end of school 
this year to resume his education 
at the University of New York, 
Albany campus_ Before becom-
ing director, he had held the posi-
tion of Assistant Director of 
!lousing since 1967. 
l\Ir. Ruth's responsibilities as 
Director of Hou5ing include the 
selection, training, and directing 
of the staff in the men's residence 
halls, as well as coordinating such 
programs with the women's halls. 
He i:i in charge of activities in 
the men's halls, he advises 1Jnd 
supervises the heads of each 
dorm, and he is Housing's chief 
administrator. 
Ko one has been chosen yet 
to fill vacancy that will be left by 
his departure. He had, however, 
informed the college last summer 
that he would have to leave at the 
end of this semester to take ad-
vanage of a fellowship from Al-
bany. l\Ir. Huth said that he would 
like to return to Ithaca College 
when he completes his studies. 
"There is one reason for my\ ______________ _c,__ ____________ _ 
decision to curtail my stay at : 
I.C. It is that I cannot justify : 
bringing my family to Ithaca and ·1 
resigning from the Federal serv-
ice at the risk of finding what a , 
new President of the College wm 1· 
want to bring in his own Execu-
tive Assistant (or equivalent, 
thereof) or will want to estab-
lish a completely different sort 
of function_" 
His Washington job is primari-
ly concerned with formulation 
and coordinating national tele-
communications policy. 
"It is with utmost regret that , 
! feel obliged to return to Wash- I! 
mgton - not because the chal-
lenges are less or the environ- I 
ment less interesting and dyna-
mic - but because these four I 
months at I.C. have lieen a revela-
Continued on page 10 
"It is with utmost regret tha't I feel obliged to return to 
Washington ... " 
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§<> Co Diverts JF ee AA Proposals Off-CampusPermits Endorsed Available For JFor JFeasibililty §tudly 
by Neal Oxman B C 230 Students 'Y ongress In Deans Office 
A step toward solving problems 
was recently taken by Student 
Congress when a proposal that a 
small percentage of the General 
Fee be diverted to sponsor a re-
search committee was made. 
This committee would spend a 
summer investigating the public 
service programs now in effect at 
other colleges and universities in 
the United States. The in-
vestigation will also attempt to 
discover whether -1.C. would be 
able to include scholarships and 
paid internships in public al!d 
private agencies for credit and 
experience. 
this committee is of major con-
cern in the feasibility of this 
project. 
The solution proposed will not 
entail another addition to the 
General Fee, only better manage-
ment of the funds available. A 
prime illustration is the break-
down for this school year. For 
the 1968-69 year Student Govern-
ment Organizations were alloted 
3.7% or $29,363 of the total Gen-
eral Fee. 
The committee will use $5,109 
as a sponsoring fee for the in-
vestigating committee. The estab-
lishment of such a program 
would tend to eliminate some of 
our existing problems and allow 
us to expand our educational 
facilities to keep pace with our 
students. 
The Student Government has 
expressed a leaning toward the 
type of program now being 
applied at the University of 
Oregon. Quoting from their 1968 
catalogue their purpose is to: 
"prepare students for various 
carr~rs in ~ommunity service and -Giannotti and 
pubhc affairs. The school offers 
a four-year program of study Marshall Prm· ted 
leading to a Bachelor of Arts or 
Bachelor of Science degree." 
These courses are of the work-
study type where the student can 
gain practical teaching exper-
ience while learning. This is sim-
ilar to the practice teaching pro-
gram employed here now. But 
the Student Government has 
taken the idea a step further. In-
stead of being able to graduate as 
nothing more than a qualified 
social worker they would like to 
see other areas of study included. 
Among these are an International 
Studies Program, -a Health Serv-
ice Program, a Black Studies 
Program, and other social and 
educational services, including 
te_acher training, Peace Corps, 
Vista and other related programs. 
Evidently the complication of 
the finances ~ceded to sponsor 
John Marshall, a senior English 
major, and David Giannotti, a 
junior in Political Science, will 
have their book reviews published 
in professional journals this year. 
Both reviewed Michael Garnarni-
kow's Economic Reforms in East-
ern Europe (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1968) as part 
of the course work in Compara-
tive Economic Systems taught by 
Bogdan Mieczkowski. Gamarni-
kow's book is a study of changes 
in the communist system known 
as the Lieberman Reforms -
"revisionism," by any other name. 
The reviews were so well writ-
ten that Professor Mieczkowski 
submitted them for publication in 
The Polish Review and Canadian 
Slavic Studies, where they will 
appear later this year. 
The proposals submitted by 
the Afro-American Society to 
Provost Davies in a protest 
march before vacation were ap-
proved by Student Congress by a 
25 to O vote on March 3. There 
proposals included: 
l. Ithaca College hire at least 
two competent Black Profes-
sors to begin teaching in Sep-
tember, 1969. 
2. Ithaca College hire at least 
one Black administrator by 
September, 1969. 
3. The college of Arts and Sci-
ences initiate at least seven 
courses relevant to Afro-
American studies offered for 
credit, in September, 1969. 
Furthermore, plans be made 
for the formation of a depart-
ment of Afro-American studies 
offering a major in the area 
no later than September, 1971. 
4. That Ithaca College finance a 
summer studies for Black stu-
dents in the E.O.P. providing 
room, board and tuition as 
during the regular year; up-
perclassmen will be provided 
with room, board and tuition 
plus a stipend for serving as 
counselors to incoming Black 
freshmen. In addition, plans 
will be made for the expan-
sion of the program to include 
high school students who need 
academic preparation for col-
-1ege. 
An additional proposal recom-
mended that E.O.P. be expanded 
to a total enrollment of at least 
80 Black students during° the 
1969-1970 academic year. This 
number should be increased an-
nually to include, by 1973-74, 
405 Black students. 
The proposals of the Afro. 
American Society demonstrate 








ONLY THOSE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN A REWARDING 




M(Q)NIOA YJT .APR.DlL 7 
Due to fact that the residence 
halls will not be able to accommo-
date all students next year, per-
mission will be given for 230 stu-
dents who will be seniors next 
year will be given first priority 
for off-campus living and if there 
are any spaces remaining open; 
junior men and women will be 
granted permission to move off-
campus. Those students who are 
currently living off-campus must 
indicate their intentions of re-
maining off-campus by notifying 
the Dean of Students Office by 
April 11. 
In order to qualify for off-
campus living, current juniors, 
who will be seniors next year, 
must have a cumulative index of 
1.9 and complete 90 credit hours 
by the end of the semester. Sopho-
mores, who will be juniors next 
year, must have a 1.8 cumulative 
index and complete 60 credit 
hours by the end of the semester. 
Applications for living off-
campus can be picked up at the 
Dean of Students Office by Fri-
day, April 18 and students will be 
notified. on Monday, April .. 21 
about whether the opportunity 
has been extended to them. 
All students, whether they plan 
to live on-campus or off, must 
pay their advanced deposit of 
$150 for next year by the 15th 
of April. 
education today. Colleges and 
universities have always had a 
reputation for 6iking the first 
step in effecting social change 
and alleviating problems. Ithaca 
College certainly has this respon-
sibility. 
Education comes from outside 
the classroom as much as in. We 
can learn as much from the peo-
ple we live with as from those we 
learn from. The crisis "in the 
United States is too great for 
Ithaca College to ignore. 
Therefore the Executive Com-
mittee of Student Congress asks 
the Student Congress to endorse 
the proposals of the Students 
,!\fro-American Society. 
The administration has tenta-
tively agreed to meet the pro-
posals on adding Black Professors 
and on financing a summer 
studies program. The summer 
studies program is estimated at 
$25,000. 
P. E. Profs 
W_ill Present 
ResearchPapers 
Associate Professors Robert Ca-
liel, Homer Merrifield and Wil-
liam Straub will present papers 
at the Research Section of the 
84th Anniversary Convention of 
the American Association for 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation. The Convention- will 
be held in Boston on April 11-15. 
Professor Calle! will present a 
paper which was co-authored by 
Dr. Merrifield on "The Effect of 
An Overload Concentric Training 
of the Quadriceps on Strength 
and Girth Circumference in Fe: 
males." 
-Dr. Merrifiled's Paper, "Battery 
of Ice Hockey Skill Tests" was 
co-authored by Professor Gerald 
Walford, Dalhousie University 
Nova Scotia. ' 
Dr. Straub's invesitgation "An 
Examination of a Theory of 'Base-
ball Pitching Accuracy" was done 
in collaboration with Dr. Marie 
Liba, -university of Wisconsin. 
Professors Caliel, Merrifield 
and Straub are members of the 
Faculty of the School of Health 




. Miss Carol Engle (above}, a junior music major, was chosen 
Miss. Chemung Vallfa!Y at the '!nnual pageant held Saturday night in 
Elmira by the Elmira Optimists Club. Other winners were Kathy 
France, f_irst runner-up; Honey Stevens, second runner-up; Marylynn 
Cook, th1nl runner-up; an~ Jamie Barr, fourth runner-up. Sunny 
Fernandez was elected Miss Congeniality. Other entrants in the' 
pageant from 1.C. were Mary Ellen Barry, Grace Davis Jean Haffner 
Sharon Lamb, Stephanie Powlishen, Dianne Press, D~nna Pritchar{ 
Teresa ~uackenbush, Dorothy Stanley and Deborah White. 
Election Com.niission 
Lists Election Dates; 
F orutn Held Tuesday 
by Robin Bieley 
A forum was held on April 1 tion signed with a minim:im num-
by the Elections Commission of her of signatures in order to be 
the Student Body to enable those eligible to run. The Elections 
students interested in running for Commission has set up a mini-
campus-wide offices to announce mum of 350 signatures for both 
their candidacy.-The meeting was the Executive Committee and the 
presided over by Joe Bogardus, Egbert Union · Board, 200 for 
vice-president of the Student Men's Governing Board and 250 
Body· and chairman of the Elec- for Women's Judiciary -Board. 
lions Commission. Those running for the Campus 
.Joe began the meeting by pass- Life Committee are first screened 
ing out a booklet drawn up by- by the Executive Committee 
the commission, Elections 69, ex- w~ich submits its list of nominee; 
plaining elec~ion policy. He then to Student Congress for its ap. 
went on to Introduce the other proval. This year there are sil. 1 
members of the commission: .John vacancies which must be filled; 
Beach, Jeffrey Burres, _.Jeannine 2 Arts & Science majors for 2 
Murray, Jane Negri, . and Louis year terms, 1 Music major for a I 
Push~n,_ and to explain that the year tem, 1 Music major for a 2 
commission was formed not only year tern, I PT or Phys. Ed major 
to set rules and regulations gov- for _a I year term, and 1 PT or 
erning the elect~ons, but also to Phys_ Ed major for a 2 year term. 
help · the candidates with any All 2 year terms may be filled 
~robl:ms, question_s, and innova- by a freshman or sophomore, and 
tive ideas they might have con- 1 year terms by a freshman, 
cerning campaigning. sophomore, or junior. 
After a brief explanation of the The elections schedule for this 
regulations to be followed, Joe spring is as follows: 
turned the meeting over to the Apr. 3 Petitions distributed 
current officers, who were there Student Government 
to answer questions that the can- Office 79 p.m. 
dif. dfiates might have for them. Th Apr. 6 Petitions returned 
o cers present at the forum 
were: Sue Sanders, president of Student Government 
the Egbert Union Board Cheri Ofifce 9-10 p.m. 
Harin_g, secretary of the Student Apr. 7 Campaigning begins 
Body, Jack Gallagher, a member 8 a.m. 
of the Campus Life Committee, Apr, 10 Campaigning ends 
Bob Sc,liandler, president of Men's lO a.m. 
Governing ~oard, Bennett Kinsey, Apr. IO Balloting 
correspondmg secretary of the 10 a.m-7 p.m.-Union 
Student Body, Judy Lorkowski, 5 p.m.-7 p.m.-HiRise 
publicity chairman of Women's 5 p.m.-7 p.m.-Terrace 
.Judiciary Board, and Steve Hoff- Balloting 
man, treasurer of the Student Same as above 
Body. After Tuesday night's forum, 
Elections are· being held for Joe Bogardus said that he was 
officers of the Executive Commit- "very, - very encouraged and en-
tee of the Student Body, the Eg- thusiastic at ·the turn out." 
bert Union Board, the Men's It seems at this time that two 
Governing Board, the Women's major parties will be contending 
Judiciary Board, and representa- -for the student government posts. 
tives for the Campus Life Com- One is a regular party and the 
mittee. All candidates, except f91" other party is rumored to be an 
those running for the Campus Abolition Party -formed by FUSA 
Life Committee, must run as a to dissolve the student Govern-
full slate, and must have a peti- ment. 
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Fond Memories By One Who Knew JEj§ell]_howeir 
by Sandy Mulf~rd 
Professor Edward de Aguero 
knew the late President Eisen-
bOwer personally. In 1967 he 
gave Eisenhower- a painting of 
his own as a gift and in return 
Eisenhower invited Professor de 
Aguero to his home in Gettys. 
burg for Thanksgiving dinner. 
"I enjoyed meeting him. He 
was a painter also. We had more 
in common than just a former 
President and a college professor. 
It was a man to man, artist to 
artist conversation." 
"I have met many promi.rtant 
people," said Dr. de Aguero, "in 
politics, even U.S. Presidents. But 
none have impressed me as 
greatly as Eisenhower as a good 
hearted person. When one talked 
to him one felt completely at 
home. He' would not talk down 
to anybody. He made them feel 
equal." 
Dr. de Aguero- - recalled his 
Gettysburg experience. "We 
talked about his paintipg and my 
painting. Every minute I spent 
with him he tried to make me 
feel good. Their Thanksgiving 
dinner was a family reunion but 
I didn't feel out of place." 
"I gave him the painting be-
cause it meant so much to me 
and I knew he would understand 
why I painted it llnd why I gave 
it to him. The painting was called 
'The Eternal Problem.' It por-
trayed a man trying_ to free him-
self from established religion in 
order to emerge as an individual 
- as a little God with power 
that comes from within - in 
order to find out what life is all 
about. The man stands naked 
facing a rising sun and projecting 
the shadow of bis own immor-
tality on earth." 
"I am quite happy to know 
that the painting will be tbere, 
side by side to the late President 
Eisenhower's remains in the 
Eisenhower Museum and Library 
in Abilene, Kansas." 
Last year Dr. de Aguero un-
expectedly came across a still 
unpublished story that he had 
written as a student at Cornell 
University in 1954. He has gra-
ciously consented to allow the 
Ithacan to reprint it. It is en-
titled "Mr. President." 
I had stayed late at school that 
afternoon. It was about 5:30. I 
had just started to walk home 
when I noticed a very tall man 
walking some fifty feet ahead of 
me. I felt a sudden impulse to 
run in order to catch up with the 
stranger. His bald head seemed 
familiar to me, and for some 
strange reason I thought I knew 
that person. He was about six 
feet tall, slender, needless to say 
that his hair was scarce on the 
top. His hands, which were the 
only other parts of his bodi I 
could see uncovered, were white 
and very much like those of an 
old person - very white, with 
freckles all over the fingers; 
those shaky fingers looked al-
most yellow with freckles. 
At last, in spite of his big 
steps I caught up with him. Then 
I knew that I had not run in vain. 
He was the President of the 
United States, whose pictures I 
had seen in the morning papers. 
"Good evening, Mr. President," 
I said: 
"Good evening, Ed. How are 
you this fine day?" he answered. 
I was overjoyed to see myself 
~elllusions'' Published 
by Sherry Klapper 
"Illusions" is a compilation of 
original literary and photographic 
works by LC. students. The maga-
zine, put out by the English de-
partment, contains an award-win-
ning work in each of four cate-
gories - poetry, short stories, 
esasys, and photography, along 
with many other fine examples 
of creative writing and picture-
taking. When "South Hill," I.C.'s 
literary magazine, failed to .come 
out first semester, members of a 
poetry wor~hop became interest-
ed in publishing their material. 
Plans for the_ organization and 
staff of a new magazine were 
underway. 
"Illusions" is not divided into 
sections where one can simply 
: turn to the short stories or the 
· poems. Rather, as Mr. Asam, Edi-
tor-in-Chief, explained, the ma-
i terial is arranged in such a -way 
as to give the magazine continu-
ity and variety. The world of 
"illusions" begins with an award 
winning essay entitled "Black 
. Birds" by Jeanette Smythe, which 
i comments on the black W!>man's 
: militant stance in society and her 
"Song of Soul." Her essay is clev-
er!! structured around the song, 
written by Lennon and McCart-
ney, Miss Smythe explains, ''What 
So~! is is knowing all about the 
pain but singing anyway." 
·1 An essay, ''The Conscientious 
Objector," by Jerry Mond, is a 
I we~ written and moving work 
, which examines the man who re-
, fuses to serve in the armed forces. 
· Such a man faces an extensive 
term and suffers numerous hard-
ships, yet he is willing to face 
this responsibility rather than 
serve in the army. Mr. Mond 
shows that this decision is de-
termined by one's conscience. 
"The conscience that dictates that 
he cannot kill others and continue 
to_ live with himself, or the con-
science that tells him a 'certain 
-war is unjust, and hence he can-
not kill in its name." For those 
Who say, ''Follow thy country," 
Mr. Mond answers ironically with, 
"Yes, follow thy country just as 
the -people of Germany followed 
their furher." "No," he says, in 
conclusion, ''Follow thy con-
science." 
Richard Weingart received an 
award for the best poem and orig-
inal short story and Ronnie White 
for the best photographic work. 
The staff of "illusions" includes 
Richard Asam, Editor-in-Chief, 
Jerry Mond, Fiction Editor, Ron-
nie White, Photographic Editor, 
Jeannette Smythe, Layout and 
Circulation, and Miss Dena Estes, 
Faculty advisor. There is serious 
consideration for a second edition 
which would come out early in 
the fall semester. One act plays 
will be included. Anyone inter-
ested in submitting material or 
working on the staff should con-
tact Richard Asam. 
Mardi Gras 
Continued from Page 1 
The Times Square Two poses 
a 'lively wit that has delighted 
audiences from coast to coast. 
Their fame bas been increased 
by appearances on the Ed 
Sullivan Show and the Tonight 
Show. Wherever they perform 
they have always found new ways 
to alter their act to fit their 
audience. Their versatility and 
unpredicatability should combine 
to make the Times Square Two 
a unique experience. 
· The Ball will be followed at 
1:00 a.m. by a Midnight Cafe in 
the Terrace Cafeteria. 
The Crazy World of Arthur 
Brown will highlight Saturday 
evening's entertainment. The 
concert will begin at 8 p.m. in 
the Gym. 
Rocketed to stardom with his 
recording of "Fire,'' Arthur 
Brown never fails to captivate 
his audience with both his music 
and · the special visual effects 
which accompany his act. His ap-
poetry and music and the other 
arts, ad the President was not an 
exception. The Rosefskys' house 
was small. They were lower mid-
dle-class. 
When we arrived at the house, 
Mr. Eisenhower did not knock on 
the door. He opened it and went 
right in. I followed him through 
the hallway and into the kitchen. 
He sat on a chair that probably 
was his favorite one - Mr. Leo-
pold Rosefsky's chair. 
A Visitor 
After a minute or two, Elena-
that is, Mrs. Rosefsky - was 
serving coffee to us. She had 
come running from the sewing 
room, where she was making a 
wedding gown for their daughter 
Maria, who was going to be mar-
ried the following June. Mr. 
Eisenhower's visit did not sur-
prise her at all. From her reac-
tion to it I gathered that he was 
a usual guest in their home. As 
for me, by strange coincidence, 
I was a friend of their daughter 
Eugenio - that is, their younger 
daughter. She was in college, 
like me, and we had met at 
a Young Republicans coffee hour. 
"I'll take you up on that. 
Thank you, very much, Mr. Presi-
dent." 
The Walk 
"A Good-Hearted Person" 
Elena served the coffee in the 
kitchen. We talked about 
Maria's upcoming wedding and, 
of course, about Eugenia's de-
sire to get married too, even be-
There was a gentle breeze 
caressing the buds on the shrub-
bery and on the trees and on the 
gardens along the avenue. One 
could feel in the blood and smell 
in the air the fragrance of April. 
The sky had a tint of grey - a 
sure sign of rain. We walked 
silently for a few minutes. Along 
the way I stopped to look at some 
early roses in a garden across 
the street. My friend did not 
notice my stopping over and he 
continued on his Gulliver-like 
steps. All the time I thought he 
was at my side. "These red roses 
are beautiful, aren't they?" I 
said to him, but he did not 
answer me; he had continued 
walking. I looked ahead and saw 
him five or six blocks away, walk-
ing naturally on his way home. 
I began to run, but it was useless. 
All in vain, for after I had run 
four blocks I saw him disappear. 
Obviously, he had arrived at the 
gate of his residence, which had 
a huge lawn that stretched about 
half a mile from the street to 
the entrance of its pillared porch. 
The house was white and 
manorial; its columns were gi-
gantic; the heavy iron gates that 
guarded it were impenetrable. 
People had told me these things. walking along with Mr. Eisen-hower. I kept looking up at his 
faee. I could not believe that I 
was walking side by side and talk-
ing to the President of a nation 
of 160 · million people. He bad 
greeted me as if he knew me. He 
kept talking to me as if I had 
been his friend for a long time. 
I was only a student in college 
and he had no reason to be so 
kind to me. But then, some peo-
ple knew about me because of my 
painting. He seemed to have read 
about me and about my exhibi-
tions of painting in the New York 
Times. He even knew my first fore her finishing college. Then 
name and he wanted to know we decided that it would be bet-
how I was doing. - _ ter if she waited until after her 
I said "Fine" and asked -·him graduation, or at least, until her 
where he was going and iI I boyfriend's graduation, which was 
could go with him wherever he a few years away. 
was going. He said "Yes. Why We talked about the horse 
not." So I went with him home. races and about last Sunday's 
The Rosefskys were a family baseball game, and we decided 
of musicians - Mr. Rosefsky was that the New York Yankees were 
a Music teacher at one of the going to win the World Series 
high schools in town, but Mr. again that year. Then we were 
Eisenhower was not going to talk ready to leave. It was getting 
about music with them. I have dark. The Rosefskys were get-
always known that men in poli- ting their supper ready. So we 
tics do not know any- thing about left. 
Friends By Now 
After running very hard I 
reached the place where there 
should be a gate, but there was 
no gate; just a grill fence of iron 
surrounding the entire property, 
through which I was able to look 
at Mr. Eisenhower walking-slow-
ly towards the house. There was 
no gate through which I could 
go in. 
Charles Meyn, Associate Dean, 
Pleased With Co-operation 
Ike and I were friends by now. 
As we reached the next block we 
turned to the right. Then I said: 
"You know that I am an artist, 
don't you?" 
A few children were playing 
ball in a vacant lot on the right 
of the house. I asked them 
how to get in. I told them I need-
ed to go in because I had been 
invited to have supper with the 
Eisenhowers. They would not be-
lieve me. All of them laughed at 
me: 
"You ... , do you mean you ... 
are going to have dinner with 
the President and the First Lady? 
Ha, ha! You ... ?" by Mac Bigelow 
The new position of Associate 
Dean of Students, created last 
semester, is held by Mr. Charles 
Meyn. Mr. Meyn, a native Ithacan, 
graduated from Colgate College 
and studied personel administra-
tion on the graduate level at Cor-
nell. After serving as Assistant 
Dean of Hobart and William 
Smith College from 1950-1957, 
Mr. Meyn was appointed Dean 
of Men at Bucknell and then in 
1966 Dean of Students at Lock-
haven State College. In August 
of last year, Mr. Meyn came to 
Ithaca College to become Asso-
ciate Dean of Students. 
Because his office was just 
created this past fall, Mr. Meyn's 
exact functions and duties are 
still being defined. One of his 
most important functions is man-
aging on-campus student employ-
ment. Mr. Meyn is also adminis-
trative consultant and advisor to 
the Inter-Fraternity Council, 
Mens' Governing Board, Student 
Court, and other campus organi-
zations. 
Management of on-campus em-
ployment is a.Ii intricate task in 
itself. Students, in order to get 
work on the campus, MUST have 
a financial need. A student's 
financial need is determined by 
the Parents• Confidential State-
ment, which must be filled out by 
the parents of any student apply-
ing for a job. Mr. -Meyn then 
pearance should climax the week-
end with contemporary music as 
performed in an amazingly dif-
ferent way. 
A Midnight Cafe will again 
follow at 1 a.m. in the Terrace. 
Tickets are on sale now in the 
Union lobby for $15.00 and 
$18.00. 
places the names of all students 
who have applied for work and 
are considered (by the PCS) to 
have a -financial need into a file 
and arranges them according to 
the amount of aid needed by the 
student. When a job comes up, 
the most needy are always con-
sidered first. 
All off-campus employment op-
portunities are posted on a bulle-
tin board outside of the Dean of 
Students' office in the Egbert 
Union. These jobs are inde-
pendent of administrative assis-
tance. 
Mr. Meyn is extremely pleased 
with the excellent cooperation 
from both faculty and students 
which he has received in his 
work this year. So far this year, 
approximately 25% of the stu-
dent population has applied for 
campus employment. Close to 
500 students are considered to 
have financial need and many of 
those are presently employed. 
The college would like to be 
able to aid every student, but this 
is, of course, a financial impos-
sibility. Therefore, explained Mr. 
Meyn, standards will soon have 
to be set to limit financial aid to 
the most needy. 
Associate Dean Meyn is opti-
mistic about the future of his 
work. Student employment is 
hoped to be associated with ad-
missions policies in the near 
future. Mr. Meyn hopes that jobs 
can be awarded to entering 
freshmen as a type of work/ 
scholarship program. Also, a pro-
gram of educating students on 
how to handle their finances and 
how to finance their college edu-
cation (based on limited family 
income and work possibilities) is 
pla!!ned for the freshman orien-
tation program next fall. 
"Yes. I do," he answered. 
"You have read in the New 
York Times about me, haven't 
you?" 
"Yes, I have," he replie·d, try-
ing to be polite. 
"What do you think of my 
paintings?" I asked, pressing my 
luck. 
"Gee, Ed! I really do not re-
member what your paintings look 
like. Are they good?" 
"Yes, sir," I said hurriedly and 
almost out of breadth. "They are 
good. That's what the New York 
Times critic said." Then I thought 
that if I could have one of my 
paintings bung in the President's 
house I would become pretty 
famous. I came right out and of-
fered it to him: 
"You would like to have one 
of my paintings, wouldn't you? 
You would like to," said I, re-
peating myself. 
"Why, yes, Ed. It's very kind 
of you, Ed." 
"I will bring one to your 
house, as a gift," I said. 
"It's mighty kind of you, and 
it's a deal," he said. "And I want 
you to come and have dinner with 
us tonight. Mamie will be de-
lighted to have you." 
I turned away from them in 
desperation. Then I turned 
towards the house just at the 
very moment when the President 
was opening the front door to 
ener. I cried out loud: 
"Mr. Eisenhower, Mr. Eisen-
hower, can you hear me? Mr. 
Eisenhower, please hear me. 
Please let me in. You have just 
invited me to have dinner with 
you.'' 
He went into the house. 
The wind of Spring was 
whistling in my ears and it car-
ried the echo of my voice, but 
in the opposite direction, for it 
was blowing east. He did not 
hear me, although I kept shouting 
in desperation. Then, all of a sud-
den, the wind had stopped. Now 
I could hear myself shouting: 
"Mr. Eisenhower, Mr. Eisen-
hower, can you hear me? Mr. 
Eisenhower, please hear me. 
Please let me in. You have just 
invited me to have dinner with 
you." 
My own voice had awakened me 
and tears were running down my 
face. 
April 1954 
AIRIE V'O)UJ A. IF!EW 
Uj)<Q)[Lll..A ~s; S IHI (C) !Ru 
1r1HJDS WlEIEIK? 
'v" 
N you' D'e interested in padding your walDet 
a bit more, join The Ithacan advertising stall. 
Call Steve Robinson at 3280 or Bill O'Brien 
at 3289 for more information. 
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Consent 
Student Congress passed a motion Monday 
night that calls for a temporary restriction 
of extra-campus recruiters in the Union lobby 
until a committee can come up with a solu-
tion. Last semester the I th a can endorsed such 
a stand, and we feel it is now time to rein-
force that stand. 
The measure, as everyone knows, is aimed 
primarily at Armed Forces recruiting. The 
Armed Forces, although they were recruiting 
for post-college service, seemed to be exempt 
from the restrictions governing other recruit-
ers by virtue of the fact that they arc agents 
of the great, omnipotent Uncle Sam, whose 
authority we are not supposed to question. 
But the fact remains that basically the 
Armed Forces are no different from anv other 
recruiter and should be forced to resp~ct the 
restrictions put upon other recruiters. The 
most logical place for them to be, it seems 
to us, is the Placement office. 
The more intangible reason for excluding 
the military from the Union lobby seems to 
go unvoiced. The military is seemingly the 
government instrument and perpctuator of 
the Viet Nam conflict. A group that must take 
part of the responsibility for a war that is al-
ready lost and that has needlessly taken the 
lives of over 33,000 of our friends docs not 
command respect. For this reason, their sight 
is particularly offensive. 
In the same vein, it is indeed unfortunate 
that organizations such as the Peace Corps 
and Vista, which promote peace and under-
standing rather than war, must also be in-
cluded in the Student Congress proposal as 
an extra-campus group. \Ve hope that the ap-
pointed committee will give this fact special 
consideration. 
\Ve are glad that someone is finally doing 
something about this situation, and it is to 
the merit of Student Congress that they have 
chosen to act. Based on the experiences of the 
past year, we have no doubt that Student 
Congress will )lOt cop out. Unfortunately, an-
other group does. 
A rumor has been circulating on campus 
in the past week that on Tuesday S.D.S., 
joined bv the Cornell S.D.S., will demonstrate 
in front -of the Union to protest the presence 
of recruiters in the Union. (S.D.S. also tried 
a mass sit-in of approximately nine people 
for the same purpose before vacation.) \Ve 
certainly hope that this humor is false. \Ve 
feel that the Student Congress proposal is in 
the right hands and will be dealt with effec-
tively. Any action by S.D.S. at this time would 
be redundant, not to mention ludicrous. 
Cheryl Gelb, Editorin Chief 
J.l,fike Iiinl~elman 





We members of THE ITHACAN editorial 
board do not agree that the military recruiters 
must be kept out of the student union. Just 
as we do not believe that VISTA and the 
Peace Corps must be kept out of the union. 
These organizations arc different from all 
commercial organizations because they are not 
here specifically to sign up seniors to work 
after they graduate. They have programs for 
all members of the student body. They want 
music majors, physical education majors, as 
well as business, history, political science, and 
all other majors. 
Each of these organizations depends on 
maximum exposure, only available in the stu-
dent union, to disseminate the inforfi!ation 
available to the largest possible cross-section 
of the students. They do not disrupt the op-
eration of the student union any more than 
those students selling tickets to Spring Week-
encl do. 
The recruiters are provided solely to give 
students the information which thev can use 
as a guide line to future plans. -
The students are benefited in having these 
recruiters in the student union. In a few min-
utes of informal conversation, the questions 
bothering_ the student can be quickly an-
swered. The whole process would unneces-
sarily be lengthened by forcing the student to 
make a special trip to the Career Planning 
Office just to receive an answer to a simple 
question. 
These are some of the reasons why we, the 
undersigned members of the editorial board, 
feel that military recruiters, and the other 
recruiters mentioned, should be allowed to 
continue recruiting in the Egbert Student 
Union. 






ONIE YIEAR LATIER 
by Alicia Smith 
One year ago today, the world was be-
fallen in tragedy - the Reverend Doctor 
J\fartin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated. 
Many have probably forgotten the date 
and many more the man. At the time of 
his death, many white "liberal friends" 
pledged themselves to taking up the cause 
and carrying his dreams to reality. Much 
was said about the tragedy of it all - the 
loss of such a great man ( with the winning 
of the Nobel Prize he had become a "fine 
A mcrican") - and many tears were shed 
and promises made. But today, almost a 
year later, little remains of these emotional 
outbursts. 
But I cannot deny that much has 
changed since his death. After all, build-
ings have been burnt, pe~ple have suffered 
and people have died. New names are now 
in the news and on peoples' lips and newer 
philosophies occupy our minds. Brotherly 
love is. still only talked about and people 
are still being deprived and remain frus-
trated. More Blacsk are shouting "Black 
Power" and mean to get it by any means 
necessa:ry and whites remain indifferent 
and apathetic. AND Ithaca Colege goes 
on! 
Editor: 
May I express, for Mrs. Morse 
and myself, our deep appreci-
ation to all of you who unselfish-
ly contributed the blood needed 
for the successful open-heart 
surgery perofrmed on February 
20. Mrs. Morse has made a spec-
tacular recovery and no small 
part of this can be attributed to 
the morale boost that came from 
the knowledge of your wonderful 
gesture. Thank you very much. 
Gerald J. Morse 
Students Commended 
Editor: 
During the past several months 
the students majoring in Sociol-
ogy-Anthropology in the Depart-
ment of Social Relations at Ithaca 
College have raised a number of 
important issues concerning cur-
riculum matters and student-
faculty relationships. These issues 
have been discussed in several 
open meetings, and concretion 
has taken place in the form of 
the following proposals: 
1. The establishment of a sepa-
rate Sociology Department by 
Fall, 1969. 
2. The recruitment of a fifth 
member of the Sociology-
Anthropology faculty who is 
qualified to become head of 
the department by Fall, 1969. 
A Department Chairman who 
is prominent in the field will 
initially be a cost for the 
school. Eventually, however, 
he will pay for himself in the 
following ways: 
A. He will attract other pro-
fessionals to the faculty. 
B. Attract money in the form 
of research projects and 
grant funds for such proj-
ects i.e., the department 
and school as a whole. 
C. Attract students. 
3. The development of a more 
diversified and relevant Soci-
ology - Anthropology curricu-
lum as an integral part of the 
establishment of the depart-
ment. 
To every member of the Ithaca 
College community the crucial 
issue which transcends the above 
i;pecific · proposals and their situ-
ation is the democratization of 
the institution. The students have 
demonstrated time and again that 
they are prepared to assume re-
sponsible roles in a democratic 
institution. Responsibility, legi-
timacy and accountability are in-
dispensable to healthy academic 
climate. 
I commend the students for 
the high degree of responsibility, 
maturity and craftmanship they 
have shown during this period. 
They have demonstrated both a 
willingness to assume an im-
portant role in a democratic in-
stitution and leadership for the 
faculty. In addition, I am most 
grateful to the students for their 
courage, stamina and determina-
tion in their efforts to bring 
progress, innovation and demo-




With the return of Army re-
cruiters to the Ithaca College 
campus on April 8, the illegiti-
macy of military soliciting must 
again be protested. The univer-
sity bas lost its function as an 
institution of education and in-
tellectual creativity and bas be-
come merely a training ground 
for participation in the im-
perialist and racist activities of 
America's armed services and in-
dustry. In order to maintain some 
distinction between our position 
as individual students and our 
Continued on page 7 
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While America and the world mourned the passing of an 
outstanding citizen, a heroic soldier, a popular President, and 
a distinguished statesman in the person of Dwight David Eisen. 
hower; people and places continued to make news. 
• • • • • 
BOSTON - A United States District Court in Boston de-
darecl unconstitu~ional _a. scc!ion of the Sel_ective Serv!ce Act 
of _196? under wh1~~ rehg!on 1s the only basis for c~nsc1cmious 
obJect1on. The dec1s1on said that the Congres had discriminated 
against those who are atheists, agnostics or have deep moral oh. 
jections as the center of their beliefs. 
HONG KONG - The ninth congress of the Chinese Com. 
munist party OJ?ene~ in P~king and immediately elected Mao 
Tse-rung and Lm Piao as its leaders. A 176-mcmber presidium 
was named, including Chairman Mao's wife and her associates 
of the Cultural Revolution Group. Missing from the listin<> were 
many names from the Communist revolution, reflecti;g the 
purges of. the Cultural Revolution. • 
WASHINGTON - In a smooth diplomatic display, Presi. 
den~ Nixon he!~ a serie~ of short summit meetings with visiting 
foreign leaders m Washington for the funeral of General Eisen. 
bower. Among those who saw the President was Vice President 
Nguyen Cao Ky of South Vietnam. 
NEW YORK - William Bradford Huie, the author who 
bo_ug~t publicatjon rig~ts to the life ~tory of James Earl Ray, 
said m a magazine article that after eight months of interviews 
he believed Ray had killed the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. to gain "status" among other convicts. 
DETROIT - A million American bought small imported cars 
last year, and Detroit wants their business. Although the car 
companies are thinking small, they will still be producing big 
cars next year. Ford and American Motors will each have a 
small car on the market, but the time it takes to design and tool 
a car has saddled Detroit with at least another·year and a half 
of big, powerful models. 
ANGUILLA - Britain and the tiny Caribbean island of 
Anguilla signed a tru_ce ending two weeks of turmoil, invasion 
and protest. The accord makes the administration of the island 
a joint operation, with Anthony Lee in residence as the Queen's 
representative, governing in cooperating with popularly elected 
Anguillan representatives. 
WASHINGTON - The Pentagon has announced a high-level 
review of Army plans to eliminate all references to God and re-
li~ious philosophy. in character guidance courses given to sol-
diers. The new pohcy was drawn up after a complaint last vear 
by the American Civil Liberties Union. · 
ROME - The College of Cardinals is being expanded to rn 
members, a record. Pope Paul VI named 33 new mcmbes, 
among them four Americans: Archbishop Terrence J. Cooke 
of New York, Archbishop John F. Dearden of Detroit, Arch-
bishop John J. Carberry of St. Louis and Bishop John G. 
Wright of Pittsburgh. 
LOS ANGELES - The Nevada organization of Howard 
Hughes has informed the Atomic Energy Commission that it 
will go to c<;>urt to block any nuclear tests that Hughe's experts 
do not consider safe. The A.E.C., confronted with the necessity 
of tests f?r: rocket warhea?s, i~ trying to reassure Hughes lest 
his oppos1t10n spark a nat1onw1de antibomb furor. 
LAGOS, Nigeria - The leader of Biafra, Lieut. Col. Odumeg-
wu Ojukwu, rejected an invitation to meet with Prime Minister 
Wilson of Britain outside rebel territory. The Biafran radio 
quoted an official statement that described the invitation as 
nothing more than "a political and propaganda exercise." 
WASHINGTON - A charge that the Safeguard system was 
a '.'~urelY: political gimmick" was leveled against the Nixon Ad-
min1stranon by Senator J. \V. Fulbright. The outburst was 
prompted by the denial by a Stanford University physicist that 
Continued on Page 10 
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Set for Jazz 
Workshop 
Trumpeter Jimmy Owens and 
composer-conductor Thad Jones 
will appear at Walter Ford Hall 
Monday, April 7, at 8:15 p.m., 
when the sixth annual Ithaca Col-
lege Jazz workshop presents its 
free public spring concert. 
Under the direction of instruc-
tor Stephen Brown, the Jazz 
Workshop Orchestra will play 
music written by Wes Montgom-
ery and John Lewis and arrange-
ments by Ray Brown, David 
Berger, Lowell Ives and Lalo 
Schifrin. Among the selections 
The Sound Of 
Things To Come 
Saturday, April 5, 2 p.m., Wal-
ter Ford Hall. Piano recital: Wil-
lard Lawton. 
Saturday, April 5, 4:30 p. m., 
Walter Ford Hall, Piano recital: 
Paul Benson. 
Monday, April 7, 8:15 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall. Ithaca College 
Jazz Workshop conducted by 
Stephen Brown; guest soloist: 
Jimmy Owens, trumpet; guest 
conductor, and composer of 
specially commissioned work, 
Thad Jones. Program of contem-
porary "big band" jazz played by-
the Workshop Orchestra and the 
Jazz Lab Band. 
Wednesday, April 9, 8:15 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall. Mu Phi Epsilon 
spring recital. Program of choral 
and instrumental music by Ned 
Rorem, Samuel Barber, Telemann, 
are "The Thumb," "Easy Livin'," Samuel Wesley, Milhaud and 
"Yesterday," and "The Golden Houston Bright. 
Striker." Thursday, April 10, 1 p.m., 
For the second half of the con- Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: 
cert, the 23-piece Jazz Lab Band 
will play music with the "big 
band" sound, including "A Foggy 
Cynthia Montrose, and Mary 
Amei!a Schaefer, harpischord; 
Beverly Snyder and Cecilia Craw-
Day," "Lover Man," "Just ford, piano; Barbara Ingles, Sally 
Friends," "Maria," and "The Jody Ann Ketcham and Nancy Beatty, 
Grind." soprano; Gary Selden, marimba, 
Jimmy Owens will be soloist in Gary Breitling, clarinet; and 
the first performance of a com- Thomas Fura, saxophone. 
position by Thad Jones. A work 
is commissioned annually by the Thursday, April 10, B:15 p.m., 
Workshop for the College Lab Walter Ford Hall. Faculty recital: 
Band and a prominent jazz solist. Leslie Bennett, baritone, and 
Owens, a native New Yorker, is a Joseph Tague, piano. 
member of the New York Jazz Friday,_ April 1, 8:15 p.m., Wal-
Sextet and is active in the record- ter Ford Hall. Ithaca College ing industry. He has been associ-
ated with many famous jazz en- Concert Band conducted by Ken-
sembles. Jones, well known in neth Snapp. 
jazz circles, is co-leader of the 
Thad Jones-Mel Lewis Orchestra. 
The purpose of the Jazz Work-
shop at the college is to give 
musicians, interested in jazz as an 
art form, an opportunity to per-
form in ensembles. During the 
recent spring recess, the Ithaca 
College Jazz Lab Band toured in 
southern Pennsylvania, playing 
at colleges and high schools. The 
Workshop ensemble appeared be-
fore the New York State School 
Music Educators meeting at Buf-
falo this winter. 
Director Stephen Brown, an in-
structor in the Music School, has 
had considerable experience as a 
Professional guitarist, playing 
with such bands as Les Elgart and 
Xavier Cugat. 
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There exists a wide gulf between the world of the univer-
sity and the world outside of it. The universities have become 
places of political and social radicalism, they have separated 
themselves to a large degree from the standards and beliefs held 
by the rest of the nation, and have established new and altered 
ideas in their stead. Patriotism, anti-communism and belief in 
free enterprise with limited government arc quite out of vogue in 
the intellectual community. Anyone caught espousing ideas of 
this sore in the university today is likely to find himself treated 
as some sort of pathalogica! case, to be either humored con-
descendingly or ignored altogether. Things arc different outside 
of the university and the attitudes and ideas of the people are 
comparatively quite conservative. 
Away from university life people seem to be most concerned 
( after Vietnam) with the rapid growth of taxes, crime and 
welfare costs. By contrast the concern5 voiced by students and 
faculty in the universities arc poverty, civil rights and the es-
tablishment of social welfare programs directed, towards eco-
nomic equalitarianism. 
University life and life outside the university are two dif-
ferent worlds. One is a world of ideas and ideals, of abstract 
and complex thoughts; a world containing the time to think of 
ultimate truths and consider the way the world should be while 
condemning the way it is. For the students especially it is a 
time of life where one is free from the economic and family 
problems and responsibilities which later on will press down 
on them so heavily. Herc one is free to think and dream un-
hindered by the realities that must be encountered in the future. 
The other is a world concerned with necessities and concrete 
rC'alities, and thus is concerned with what can be rather than 
what should be. 
Ideas and ideals are powerful things, and while they can 
be very good they can also be very dangerous. People who 
blindly follow an ideal while ignoring realities can and have 
caused much of the pain in this world. Hitler, with his ideal 
of the pure aryan state firmly fixed in his mind, caused in-
credible misery for more than a decade. Lenin, Stalin, Trotzky 
and \fao Tse Tung, with their communist ideal of a workers 
paradise have created just the opposite of what they strove 
for. The Vietnamese people have endured more than two decades 
of unending suffering because of Ho Chi T\.Iinh's ideal of a 
united communist Vietnam. 
One of the problems with university life is that its con-
cc rn with ideas and the ideal sometimes blinds itself to the 
realities confronting these idea]s. Historically the radical ideas 
originating in the universities frequently became the realities 
of later day civilization. Sometimes this has been very good and 
sometimes very bad. In accepting and attempting to apply 
these ideas we should be cautious and conservative, though not 
close minded, if we desire to benefit from them instead of being 
destroyed by them. 
GEORGIE'S 
at the Corner of Green & Cayuga 
BIG JON BURGER 
5 Oz. of Broiled Chopped Steak 
Wrapped in Bacon 
Served on Hard Roll 
75c 
Porterhoust iOOffl Resta11raad • r ree. TV• Room 'PhOMS 
our 9ues s are trea roya v 
... as ou• suest.s. -
PLEASE PMONE: FOR. RESERVATIONS 
HERE AGAIN!!! 





7 BUTION DROP FRONT 
BELL BOTIOMS 
GlUN & "lr ACIKlLIE ClENTlEIR 
Across from Barnett's Sunoco 
504 W. State St. 
Joe Sacchi - Prop. 
272-9577 
by Fran Chertoff 
Mr. Ralph Kazarian, instructor 
in journalism at Ithaca College 
and Associate Director of Public 
Information and science writer at 
Cornell University, has been 
named as the new faculty advisor 
to the Ithacan. Mr. Kazarian had 
previously spent four years at 
Cornell. A graduate of the Uni-
versity of California, he taught 
English at the American Uni-
versity at Cairo, Egypt. Mr. Ka-
zarian has served as correspond-
ent for various magazines as well 
as reporter for daily newspapers 
in Buffalo, Providence, Ohio, and 
Louisiana. 
Becoming a newspaper advisor 
is not a "major news item," Mr. 
Kazarian declared in a recent in-
terview. He feels that his role will 
be to simply advise the staff on 
editorial matters, leaving the busi-
ness aspects to be settled by 
other departments. On future 
plans for the Ithacan, he states, 
"The Ithacan has improved con-
siderably in the past year, but 
there is still room for improve-
ment." 
Mr. Kazarian affirmed the fact 
that as of September, 1969, the 
Ithacan will be officially inde-
pendent of college control. He is 
certain "that the college has 
taken a progressive step in grant-
ing independence to the college 
newspaper." He added, "I feel 
that a college newspaper can be 
an important part of the educa-
tional process as well as serving 
as a vital link between the admin-
istrat10n, faculty, and the stu-
dents." 
Another step was finalized on 
March 25 when Maureen Blanch-
field was elected the new feature 
editor. Previous to this announce-
ment, both the news and feature 
sections had been combined. This 
move 1s intended to give more at-
tention to reporters, subject mat-
ter, and improved articles. 
Maureen commands a staff of 
approximately 15 students, and 
the news department, still under 
Georgiana Glace, has approxi-
mately the same number. 
A sophomore math major, 
Maureen is taking the teaching 
option, but is seriously consider-
ing going into the field of pro-
gramming for IBM. She has been 
a part of the Ithacan staff since 
September, but has always been 
interested in journalism. Consid-
ering journalism as a hobby, 
Maureen worked on all facets of 
her high school paper for four 
years. Calling White Plains, New 
York, her home town, she es-
pecially enjoys writing editorials, 
and in her spare time, painting, 
and playing intramural basket-
ball. 
Maureen is currently formulat-
ing some new ideas intended to 
enhance the paper. As of yet no 
new plans are definite, but she 
does mention that the Ithacan 
will be offering a $10 prize 
awarded each week to the student 
submitting the best article. 
The 1969 shoe is really a boot ... a Dingo by Acme. 
The world's largest bootrnaker combines luxurious 
leathers with the Dingo modified square toe ... 
touched off by an up-to-the-latest buckle design. 
Get with the 1969 shoe ... get with Dingo. 
$19.95 
401 Eddy St. 
272-2080 
M-Th 8-6 
Fri. 'til 9 
Collogciown 
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AAlUJSDC REVIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
Phi :'.\1u Alpha presented a lec-
ture and demonstration at Walter 
Ford Hall by Robert Moog, the 
manufacturer of the Moog Synthe-
sizer on Tuesday night, March 25. 
Mr. Moog is one of three men that 
produce Synthesizers (the other 
two firms are located in San 
Francisco and Italy). For the first 
half of the evening he lectured 
on electronic music and his ma-
chinery and then demonstrated 
it during the second half of the 
program. 
Mr. Moog·s Synthesizer and 
equipment consisted of the Syn-
thesizer itself, two speakers, a 
keyboard, and a taperecordcr. 
The Synthesizer contains a great 
number of jacks, which can be 
connected together by patch 
chords. The patch chords feed 
signals from one jack to the 
other. With the proper settings 
the Synthesizer can reproduce 
any natural sound. Given a ·pure 
tone, the machine can create a 
cirbato by varying the pitch, or 
a tremolo by varying the volume. 
The machine can also take a 
sound, let it grow in volume and 
length and then let it taper off, 
finally fading out. 
The Synthesizer has been used 
recently for putting compositions 
together. A success in this area 
has been "Switched on Bach." 
Here Bach's music is played by 
the Synthesizer. However, re-
cording any multi-voiced Bach 
by use of the Synthesizer poses 
a problem. The Synthesizer can 
only produce one tone at a time. 
No chords can be produced. 
Therefore, one line of music is 
recorded alone. Then it is played 
back on a tape recorder. How-
ever, it is taped along with an-
other musical line. This process 
of playing back and taping is re-
peated until the entire composi-
tion has been completed. 
Mr. Moog discussed his plans 
for the future of his machine. 
His company is now trying to 
combine the Synthesizer with 
computers. As of now, two peo-
ple are needed for the composi-
tion process. One person · plays 
the keyboard while the other puts 
the patch chords in place. How-
ever, with a computer, the ma-
chine would program all the 
necessary combinations of the 
jacks. Mr. Moog hopes to have 
the Synthesizer computerized in a 
few years. 
For the second half of the 
program, Mr. Moog demonstrated 
works for the Synthesizer. One 
example was the use of synthe-
sizer music for radio station ad-
vertisement, and television com-
mercials. Another work was vari-
ations on "Herc Comes the 
Bride." Also involved in the 
demonstration was composer 
John Eaton (who will give a con-
cert on April 7 at Cornell). He 
explained one of his composi-
tions to the audience and then 
played it. The evening ended with 
another Eaton composition, "Two 
Inventions for Synthesizer," 
which was written in a jazz and 
rock style. 
ANOTHER ONE 
by Jeff Engel 
Herman Prey, the fine German tunate to have a brilliant ac-
baritone, gave a recital of Ger- companist, Ryan Edwards, at his 
man lieder at Ford Hall on Wed- side. The two made a fine pair. 
nesday night, March 27. Mr. Prey Mr. Edwards had some fine vir-
sang groups of five songs by tuosic moments, although once 
Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, in a while he slightly over-
Forum Club To Compete 
In State Debate; 
Club Placed Second In 
Previous State Contest 
by Linda Garrett 
Placing second in the- state in-
dividual events competition, I.C.'s 
Forensics Club has put in its bid 
for the New York State Debate 
Association Championship tro-
phy. Possession of th trophy is 
gained through participation in 
a three part competition includ-
ing debate, individual events, 
and the legislative assembly. 
Individual event competition 
was held in February at Hunter 
College in New York City. Ten 
Ithaca College students were 
among the contestants from the 
approximately 25 New York col-
leges and universities repre-
sented. Areas of participation in-
cluded oral interpretatioi:i of 
prose, drama, and poetry, ex-
temporaneous and impromptu 
speaking, radio and television 
newscasting, and prepared orig-
inal oratory. 
In May the legislative assembly 
competition will be held at the 
State Capitol building in Albany. 
Each school represented will pro-
pose a bill for the amendment or 
deletion of a given state law be-
fore the competition. In Albany 
committees discuss the proposed 
bills, elect assembly officers, and 
after a series of debates pass 
those bills considered the best. 
These arc then given to the gov-
ernor for his consideration. 
Besides state competition the 
Forensics Association, advised by 
Mr. Charles Waugh, has partici-
pated in the Penn State Univer-
sity legislative assembly. _Several 
I.C. students were elected as next 
year's assembly -0.fficers, and 
Paul Leventhal was named best 
speaker at that assembly. An in-
tracollegiate Individual Events 
Festival sponsored by the Speech 
Department is planned for April 
11 at which time all I.C. stu-
dents will be invited to prepare 
selections. 
and Strauss. Throughout all these powered Mr. Prey in his higher .---------------. 
works, Mr. Prey displayed lieder register. However, the two per-
singing at its best. formed beautifully together, 
Mr. Prey has a very beautiful matching one another in dramatic 
voice. It has a magnificent low characterizations and lyrical per-
range that soars out with im- formance. 
THE ITHACAN 
NEEDS HELP! 
Copy and lay-out Staff 
CALL X-3269 
mense clarity and richness; How-
ever, Mr. Prey's higher register 
tends to be slightly inferior to 
his lower one. His high pianis-
simo tones were superb, and 
tapered off beautifully. However, 
this listener felt that his higher 
forte tones were not as clear or 
as strong as the lower ones. The 
higher tones did not seem to 
match up in solidity and strength 
TJ.t 
TAVIIRH 
to his lower tones. 
Mr. Prey's sensitive portrayal 
of each song's content was a treat 
to watch as his face constantly 
expressed the emotions displayed 
in the songs. A very strong feel-
ing of involvement by the singer 
with his music \\'.35 felt here. 
This· was shown best in "Der 
Erlkonig" op. 1 by Schubert. Mr. 
Prey acted the part of the man 
and child as if he was performing 
in an opera. Portraying two con-
trasting emotional figures, he 
superbly exhibited a scared 
Yq.ung child fearful of the erlking 
aii'd death, imploring his calm and 
assored father to help him. Mr. 
Prey was dramatically at his best 
here. 
Mr. Prey's diction was also a 
standiut feature. His "icht" word 
endings were phenomenal as they 
bounced off the walls of the audi-
torium. Mood changes from song 
to song were also beautifully ac-
complished. Mr. Prey could sing 
a sentimental love song like 
"Stille Liebe" by Schumann and 
easily change to a more pompous 
song like "Der Hidalgo" (also by 
Schumann). Mr. Prey was for-
2027 Slaterville Id. 
SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN: Daily at 4 P.M. 
C1osed Sunday 
............ 
.. ....,.. ...... 
SAVB! SAVBI 
U·NION BOOK STORE 
KNOCKS DOWN THE PRICES 
ON MAJOR LABEL LP1s ! TOP ARTISTS! 
SA VE UP TO $3.00 
On Hundreds of Records 
SALE IN PROGRESS 
llllJDll BDD11 ir I DllE 
a two-fold solution 
finger & scarf rings 
Unique adjustable rings that look 
great on your fingers . .. neat on a 
fluttering scarf. Wide selection with a 
tailored or dressy look in enamels, 
stones ... shiny or antique metals. 
2.00· 




Continued from Page 4 
·t·on as changeable parts of 
JOSI I • • l 1 
· e military-industria com~ ex 
.h eyor belt that is America, 
•onv . t 
·he military recruit~en ~rQ-
. must be discontinued un-
•ram 
~ediately. . 
certainly the Vietnam war 1s 
h most flagrant example _of 
~!crican imperialist and racist 
ression that we have eyer 
~fncssed. The possibility _of a 
caccful settlement is practically 
~on-existent since, some sort of 
victory is cruci_al to the long-term 
fit-seeking interests of the. ag-
pro ·ve militaristic imperialists gress1 , ·t . 
·h run this country. But i is 
w O • t· d 
not simply the domma ion an 
exploitation of the markets a~d 
raw materials of Southeast Asia 
h. h makes a defeat of the W IC , t 
liberation forces of _vie n?lll: so 
essential to U.S. imperialISm. 
Rather, it iS a fear of that 
spiritual encouragement to revo-
lutionary peoples' strugg~es 
against militaristic a~d ra~t 
U.S. domination of Latin Ame~i-
ca Africa, and. the rest of Asia, 
which an N.L.F. vi~tory w~uld 
cause that is the prime moti_va-




Thus the international imp IC?· 
tions of the results of the war in 
Vietnam ·must be carefully con-
sidered. In the same way, t?e 
implications of Olilitary recruit-
ing on the Ithaca College campus 
must not be oversimplified. To 
merely support recruiting as a 
free speech issue ignores all ~e 
larger and vastly more 1~-
portant questions. Since the mih-
tary staffs countless recruiti~g 
offices in Ithaca as well as m 
most cities, those who are inter-
ested in talking with the officers 
may at any time. 
an instrument of government. 
Wherever feasible the university 
should make available its facili-
ties to legitimate educational 
enterprises. It is under no obli-
gation to make its facilities avail-
able to that which is not educa-
tional. 
Ithaca College S.D.S. 
A Busy Month 
Editor: 
The month of April is usually 
a busy one as far as the election 
of officers in fraternities, sorori-
ties, and campus clubs is con-
cerned. 
One of my jobs is to sec to it 
that the new officers receive ex-
tensive home town publicity. 
So I urge every club, sorority, 
fraternity, campus group, etc. at 
Ithaca College t~ report 
the results of the elections 
to THE ITHACAN where we can 
extract the information, or to 
bring it to me at the Job Ad-
ministration Building, and I will 
bring it to THE ITHACAN. 
Only with this cooperation can 
a complete program be effected. 
Phil Langan 
Public Affairs Office 
Thanks, But ..• 
Editor: 
We the residents of Valentine 
Dormltory, would like to call the 
attention of you and the student 
body to certain matters concern-
ing our dorm. 
First of all, we would like to 
thank the Housing Department 
and others who were responsible 
for the general improvement to 
the dorm. We appreciate the 
lights installed on the road from 
our dorm to the Quarry Dorm, 
which we requested. 
Further, we are thankful for 
the extensive painting going on 
in the individual rooms, the 
bathrooms, halls and stairs. 
cause the air to be damp further 
necessitates the need for screens. 
Even though we are thankful 
to the school for the improve-
ments thus far, we are calling 
upon the common sense of the 
school in regard to our problem. 
Valentine Dorm 
Kudos for S.C. 
Editor: 
As a graduating senior, I feel 
a duty to comment on the growth 
of student government at I.C. in 
recent years with the hope of its 
continued success in the future. 
After two dormant years, student 
government was dramatically re-
vived under the leadership of 
Peter Burrell in the 1967-68 
school year. As his public rela-
tions director, I saw Burrell re-
kindle student interest in their 
own affairs an, through such in-
novations as the Campus Life 
Committee, become ultimately 
successful in his goal of develop-
ing a better Ithaca College. 
In spite of the fact that I cam-
paigned against present Student 
Government President Dan Kar. 
son, I think Greeks and inde-
pendents alike should applaud 
the great gains the Karso~ ad-
ministration has made this year, 
particularly in the areas of cur-
riculum reviews, social service 
programs, intervisitation, and 
liquor in the dorms. 
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strands of Triplum frequently Campus 11.ife run off in different directions; 
Editor: whatever overlapping and rein-
There are at least two models forcement that does occur is more 
of campus life. In the Company accidental than intentional. This 
Model binding decisi1;ms are is especially true after the first 
usually made by a handful of year of Triplum, when individual 
employers who are members of instructors can pick and choose 
the Board of Trustees and ad- among many literary, historical, 
ministration. Faculty members and philosophical works. This 
are employees and students pay. lack of interrelatedness arises 
for the product called B.A. or from the fact that there is no 
B.S. Degrees which enable gradu- Triplum committee designed to 
ates to earn more money to con- achieve such coordination. The 
sume additional goods and serv- implication of this void is dis-
ices produced by society. Ideally, quieting: If faculty members are 
people prosper and the system not actively examining the inter-
shows a profit. The good life is a relatedness of their disciplines, 
market plac0r ought we to expect students to do 
In the Community Model it in their studies? 
priorities are established and re- The Triplum program in Liter-
sources are allocated demo- ature also suffers from a lack of 
cratically. Trustees, administra- coherent purpose. Its present 
tors, faculty members, and stu- structure is a "three-and-one" 
dents share education?! _v?lues program _ three years of Trip-
including respect for mdiv1dual lum one year of American and 
differences. Ideally individuals Engiish literature. These courses, 
grow and develop in an op_en supplemented with non-Triplum 
pluralistic society. The good bfe requirements, are followed by a 
is a community of mensch. senior year of seminars and tu-
What do you think about cam- torials that are frequently nar-
pus life at Ithaca College? ow in scope. This "three-on-one" 
Sid Herzig program has serious defects: 
literature in the freshman year, 
has the frequent effect of "turn-
ing the student off." And for 
good reason. He finds it difficult 
to move abruptly from his con-
temporary scene to the study of 
the literary works of ancient 
authors. 
If however he succeeds in go-
ing ' through ' the program, he 
might wonder whether he has 
acquired a coherent education. 
The "great works of literature" 
approach of Triplum fails to give 
him a solid education in com-
parative literature; such educa-
tion builds upon a comparative 
study of English and/or Ameri-
can literature and the literature 
of a foreign language in that 
foreign language. Nor does be 
acquire a suficient knowledge of 
English and American literature. 
The bits and pieces he picks up 
of the "masterpieces" of this 
literature during the first three 
years of Triplum plus the 
specialized knowledge acquired 
during the senior year hardly 
add up to a coherent view of the 
scope and multiplicity of this 
The historical orientation of 
Triplum, with its heavy dose of 
Assault on Triplum Greek, Roman, and Medieval Continued on Page 8 
Editor: ·---~~---~----~~---:-~~;;:::;" ... ~.3"i>..:::::::~--=..~~..,.:_:;:::~-l 
literature. This defect in the pro-
gram is reflected to the low 
scores achieved by our Lit majors 
This is my third and final year ,f= ----,-- ·------ --~ · , ,, 
:n:;s:s~:;:::m:~~e~~; ~n f~~~ (1 llJNION BOOKSTORE ~ 
it is time to speak out about the I W 
Triplum program offered to our n ~ 
majors. During these three years, ~ Now Authorized Dealer for ~~ 
I have questioned myself and ~ ~ 
many students and faculty_ on the n SM 1TH _ CORO ..... 11.. 1 1 educational value of this pro- ! •~~ Al
gram. These talks have con- _ :vi 
vinced me that Triplum is a ,., TY!J>EWR.DTIERS l.J 
;a~::r:1:: ;~;:;:i:: :e~~;ts: ~ _ ___ ---~·· ---~-- ____ -----~ _____ --~ _ ~~ 
nificant educational experience ~~:.:::::::~~--:~~~-~--~~- "'~ , ~ ':§t :s;m,;; 
for both students and faculty. 
Triplum is a failure for several 
reasons: Though designed as an 
The basic principle which 
should govern the relations of the 
university to recruiters is that 
which should govern all the 
other activities of the academy. 
The university is not an em-
ployment agency; it is not an ad-
junct of corporations; it is not 
These programs have shown to 
the administration and the stu-
dent body what leadership and 
executive abilities can do when 
directed towards legitimate aims 
and carried out through proper 
channels. Student Government 
has truely become an integral 
part of this campus and has 
shown its value to all elements 
of the college community. It is 
with this in mind, that I urge all 
students to take an active inter-
est in the upcoming student elec-
tion and promote the continua-
tion of a stron_g, effective stu-
dent government. 
Michael W. Schell 
President, Delta Kappa 
interrelated program of litera-
ture, philosophy, and history, 
Triplum rarely achieves the goal 
of such interrelation - and this 
is because the program is not 
truly interrelated. The three 
Our thanks go to those respon-
sible for the improvement of our 
lounge, noting the newly painted 
walls along with new curtains 
and wall-to-wall carpeting. This 1.. 
was done without our asking and 
BUSY BEE LUNCH 
J 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
is appreciated by us. 
H & H Uquor & Wines 
However, we were denied the 
issuance of screens for the 
rooms. With warm weather ap-
proaching, the insects will arrive. 
The fact that the woods and the 
gorge in the back of the dorm 218 E. State St.· 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
CHANTICLEER / 
• BEST SPAGHE'ITI 
AND STEAKS 
• 2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 




Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
,, 
~ylutttt Billa 
1757 Slatorvillo Road! 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
If there is travel in your life this year 
don't move without seeing the 
great Travel Guides at 
.'v 
CORNER BOOK STOR~ 
IN THEIR NEW LOCATION 























Snacks, Home Cooked Meals • Fine Eating at Low Pricos 
Specializing in Chili and Texas Hots 
JUST RIGHT FOR STUDENT BUDGETS 
4:33 N. Cayuga Stroot 
6 Dayss 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB IEUB EUB EUB EUB 
IE.U.IB. SPECIAL /FILM 
SHOP ON MAIN STREET 
Thursday, April 10 - 8:00 P.M. 
$.75 Admission 
UNION REC ROOM 
EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB EUB IEUB EUB 
1 WAREHOUSE T 
fRI. NIIE: PINEAPPLE HERD 
and 
THIE FREE WBU. 
$Ai. NIU: RONNIE DIO & THE PROPHET! 
and 
THE CHIN 
COMING FRI., APRIL 18TH 
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Dori'11: Bet itlhle llleigh11:s geil: you down. 
Lots of skiers, like lots of other people, are afraid of 
heights. But you can minimize this natural-and healthy 
-fear if you'll just remember one thing: Don't scare 
yourself. 
For instance, when you're riding the chair 11ft. don't 
frighten yourself by looking back down at the ground 
below. Just look uphill. And, when you reach the top of 
the slope, don't stop and stare at the tiny-looking build· 
ings and people at the bottom. 
Instead just concentrate on the terrain 1mmed1ately 
in front at' you. You'll find you won't be thinking about 
heights any more. And you~II_ find skiing a lot more fun. 
For the most reliable reports on ski conditions in the Ea_st, 
listen to "Ski Reports by Roxy" with Roxy Rothafel, the voice 
of skiing. On WFBL Radio 1390 in Syracuse-and on other 
stations throughout the Northeast. 
And on your next ski trip, be sure to enioy Schaefer-
the one beer to have when you're having more than one. 
Schaefer BrewC't1l.'5, New York and Ailb.1r.y, N Y . 6a1t,r:iore, Md 
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on the Literature section of the 
Graduate Record Exam (GRE). 
That our students arc capable of 
scoring considerably higher on 
this exam is borne out by their 
creditable performance on the 
first section of the GRE, which 
tests verbal capacities. 
Another serious defect of 
Triplum Literature is its rigidity 
and inflexibility. The Lit major 
is required to take six semesters 
of Triplum literature and four 
semesters each of Triplum his-
tory and philosophy. There are 
also other requirements. Since 
this schedule leaves him little 
freedom to take electives, either 
in or outside his department, 
Triplum becomes for him a 
standardized package. The Eng-
lish faculty, moreover, consumes 
so much of its energies teaching 
this program (as well as service 
courses in Expository Prose, 
Music Humanities, and Introduc-
tion to Lit) that it has little 
time, interest, or energy for in-
novation. Last year, for instance, 
the majority of the English facul-
ty turned down a proposal for 
introducing either a contem-
porary American literature 
course or a Black literature 
course. A major objection raised 
to the Black literature course 
was that it did not fit in with the 
overall purpose of Triplum. 
Triplum, in short, is dead. It 
was conceived several years ago 
as an educational innovation, 
and for all we know, it may have 
had' its vigorous days. But the 
evidence today indicates other-
wise. It has no central coordi-
nating committee or "brain" 
directing its program; and in the 
English department, it operates 
with a deficient curriculum, a 
deficiency compounded by an in-
ability to reinvigorate itself in 
the form of modifications or al-
ternative programs. It is there-
fore time to drop Triplum and 
replace it with a more coherent, 
flexible program. I would suggest 
the following innovations in the 
English department: 
from among a variety of courses 
in American and English litera-
ture offered to him during his 
junior and senior years. This 
variety would be made possible 
through the release of instruc-
tional time now tied to Triplum. 
It would include a course in 
contemporary (post World War 
II) literature. I would also recom-
mend that a creative writer be 
added to the department's perma-
nent staff. We need someone who 
can write poetry or fiction as well 
as those who can evaluate them. 
Let the student have as much 
freedom as he is able to use. I 
would therefore suggest no other 
requirement for the Lit major 
than 24 hours of courses. Let him 
choose, with the help of an ad-
viser, those courses that he feels 
will best help him. This freedom 
in our curriculum would meet 
the needs of at least three dif-
ferent kinds of students - and I 
have met all three at Ithaca Col-
lege: the student a) who wants 
a liberal arts education; b) who 
wants training in preparation for 
the professionally-oriented grad-
uate school; and c) who wants to 
write poetry or fiction. 
I like the English department's 
offering of independent study 
tutorials to its seniors. But given 
the economic difficulties of Itha-
ca College, which is reflected in 
the understaffing of our depart-
ment, these tutorials can only be 
retained at the expense of swol-
len lecture-sized classes in the 
sophomore and junior years. Does 
the student want the present 
situation, in which be is lectured 
to during his sophomore and 
junior years, then meets on a 
one-to-one basis with his instruc-
tor in his senior year? Or would 
he rather have personalized at-
tention throughout his four years 
in classes of 25 or smaller? 
Given the hard alternatives, I 
think he would choose the latter. 
I therefore recommend elimina-
ting the tutorials or retaining 




Elections for Student Govern-
ment officers will be held next 
week. I think it appropriate at 
this time to discuss what we are 
looking for in a Student Govern-
ment, what a Student Govern-
ment should set as its goal, and 
indeed, whether a Student Gov-
ernment is important at all. 
It is evident today that mean-
ingful academic and social change 
needs to be initiated in American 
colleges and universities. In ad-
dition the student body should 
always have an established agen-
cy to whom it can bring prob-
lems that stand in the way of a 
rewarding life at college. 
Such needs can and have been 
fulfilled by the Student Govern-
ment. Sensibly and more and 
more successfully, the repre-
sentative part of the 'Student 
Government, the Student Con-
gress, has been the forum for 
discussions of every conceivable 
topic - student budgets, curricu-
la, scholarships for disadvantaged 
students, curfews, grades, the 
list is endless. And the Execu-
tive Committee made up of the 
Student Body President, Vice 
President, Treasurer, Recording 
Secretary, Corresponding Secre-
tary, the Chairman of Student 
Congress and the Presidents of 
M.B.B., W.J.B., I.F.C. and E.U.B., 
has administered the bills passed 
in Student Congress. Here the 
Student Body President repre-
sents the students wherever deci-
sions are made. 
Consistent with the need to 
secure for the student body 
meaningful representation in 
decision making at the college, 
the Student Government has suc-
ceeded in placing students as 
voting members on every im-
portant decision making commit-
tee on campus. In addition the 
Student Government created the 
impetus for the formation of the 
curriculum committees now func-
tioning in many academic de-
partments. The Student Govern-
ment is also working to achieve 
control over all student organiza-
tion budgets. 
Consistent with the need to 
revitalize its political structure, 
and make the college and the 
country more responsive to the 
social problems facing us today, 
the Student Government has 
made its judicial system more 
fair, has endorsed. the proposals 
on scholarships submitted by the 
Afro-American Society and has 
condemned action taken by the 
New York State Legislature that 
discriminates against students 
whose political beliefs may be un-
justifiably interpreted as law-
breaking. 
The Student Government has 
not only led, it has served as well, 
responding vigorously and satis-
factorily to demands for liberal-
ized curfews and policies of li-
quor and open house, the hard 
fought victory won on February 
21. 
with Ithal:a College in mind. The 
standards and comparisons drawn 
to other colleges are not valid 
for an institution with a young 
liberal arts colleges and an in-
complete physical plant. 
The problems of Ithaca College 
are great. Assumptions held by 
many concerning student power 
are still unyielding. But our suc-
cesses, I believe, have had their 
impact, and when fully matured 
will make Ithaca College a more 
worthwhile place to study and 
live. 
The Student Government you 
elect next week must represe{!t 
you and must effectively ad-
minister the acHievements made 
thus far. Choose leadership and 
choose responsibility. Choose in-
telligence and choose maturity. 
Let no one mislead you. On all 
sides we need tolerance, under-
standing, compromise and com-
passion. When we abandon these 
we shut our eyes and ears behind 
battlements of purposeless hos-
tility. 
This is why we believe a Stu-
dent Government is important. 
It has been our great privilege 
and pleasure to work for you. 
Daniel E. Karson 
Student Body President 
Throughout this year we have 
conscientiously subscribed to a 
philosophy. Besides our general 
goals of academic innovation and 
service, we felt committed to the 
entire student body - the new 
left, the old left, the right, Arts 
and Science, Music and Physical 
Education students, independents 
and Greeks, all classes, all inter-
ests. And whereas the impulse 
of many today is to "confront," A.A. Endorsement 
we have resolved to exhaust all Editor: 
peaceful alternatives first, and We endorse the proposals pre-
we have not been set back yet. sented by the Ithaca College Stu-
Finally the methods we have dent ~fro-American Society to 
chosen, the particular programs Provost Davies. 
we have initiated, although they we· recommend the Afro. 
certainly have more than local American Society for formulating 
interest, have been implemented their proposals and look forward 
.--:~:.:::·~_:.::·c<>- __ ::·.:-<>.:.:::,.,::::~~---:::::::::~::.:::::::~..::::;~:::::~1 
1; FREE +; 
• t{ 
t'. KOALA BEAR ~ ~ ;_i 
\·, To be given away Week of May 12 f 
t· { t ~ ~ UNION BOOKSTORE ~ 
~ Watch for Details· f i (/, I 
i~~::.: _.., __ ::,..,_:::· ~-:.:: ~ ::.:::.,..,..:::·: .:.ie,;...::::::;:41o,.:;.::: ~:::::;+;-::.:.' ·\ 
Drop the current Expository 
Prose course, which, with its lec-
ture approach to writing prob-
lems, has proven to be a failure 
over the last few years. Replace 
it with a Freshman Humanities 
program consisting of a variety 
of courses in literature, political 
science, history, sociology, etc. 
Among these courses, a student 
could choose the course he de-
sires for developing writing 
skills, and in the comoxt of a 
subject matter or discipline ho is 
interested in. Let the course be 
issues-oriented rather than his-
torically-oriented, and let it meet 
in small classes, an indispensable 
condition, I think, for learning 
the habit of writing well. 
The above suggestions aqd up, 
I believe, to a coherent, bona 
fide program in English and 
American literature, and one 
which offers the student con-
siderable freedom for personal-
izing his education. It would 
move the English department and 
its students into the living stream. 
- Sanford ~chwartz 
THE DERBY 
Representatives of Corning-Painted Post City School 
District will be on ·campus Tuesday, April 8th to speak 
with interested candidates for teaching positions in their 
district. If interested contact Room 207 • A & B Building. 
FLY TO EUROPE 
ONLY 
$215.00 ROUND TRIP 
FLY TO EUROPE :md back this 
summor by jct for only 3216.00 
round trip If interested. cont11ct 
Prof. Willi11m Oourtnoy at Etson-
howcr College, Scncc:. Falls. N.Y. 
13148; or call (31G) 668-5760 ovc-
nings. Ho will gtvo full details and 
forward tho numbor of appllcationo 
requested. 
Let us retain Introduction to 
Literary Analysis in the sopho-
more year, but let us also add a 
two-semester survey of English 
literature so that the student 
knows by the end of his second 
year the range and variety of that 
literature. He would then be 
equipped to choose intelligently 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
0 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
0 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira· Rd. 212 - 9715 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection · 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune•up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 -1821 Rear Entrance 
ZS 'l'BIS YOU 
I am opposed to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not based 
upon defense of our country). Please send me application to the Ministry of 
your church, as well as information as to its beliefs and membership throughout 
the world. 
It is my understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of your church, 
I can not conscientiously participate in any military involvement not directly 
concerned with the defense of our country or its possessions. I further under-
stand that training will not interfere with my normal work or academic sched-
ule, - and I can choose my own location of service to God and humanity. 
Enclosed is $ 1 .00 to cover clerical expenses and costs of moiling. 
NAME .............................................................................................. AGE ............... . 
ADDRESS ................................................................................................................. . 
CITY ........•.............................•...............•..... STATE ........................ ZIP ................... . 
Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God; P.O. Box 13236; St. Peters-
burg, Florida 33733. 
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Shown at 7 :00 & .10:00 p.m. 
OLD TYME FLICKS 
Shown 8 - 1 
LIVE SMOOTH MUSIC 
9·_ 1 
ALSO OUR FAMOUS BEEF OR HAM SANDWICHES 
2 FOR $1.00 
ON MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS 
--. 





to the administration's construe. 
tive response to them. 
Believing that in all areas of 
the College the views of students 
should have real weight, we urge 
that students support and help 
implement the proposals of the 
Afro-American Society whkh in. 
elude: an expansion of the Eco. 
nomic Opportunity Program; the 
hiring of at least two competent 
Black professors and one Black 
administrator by September 
1969; the initiation of ne~ 
courses for credit relevant to 
Afro-American studies by Sep. 
tember, 1969; the formation of a 
department of Afro-American 
studies offering a major in the 
area by September, 1791; and the 
College finandng of a summer 
studies program for Black stu. 
dents in the E.O.P. 
Believing that these proposal; 
will meet important needs of 
non-black as well as Black stu. 
dents, we urge the faculty to 
exert every effort to assure that 
the proposals arc realized soon. 
Stewart Whitney 
About sixteen signatures accom-
panied this letter, but they wen 




This past year has produced 
several significant changes at 
Ithaca College. The changes have 
done a great deal to alter the 
social and academic life of the 
students attending the college, 
but these changes are not the 
prime concern of my letter. My 
prime concern is that all of these 
changes were brought about by 
interested, responsible students 
and dedicated members of the 
college staff. The students in. 
volved were concerned and ma. 
ture enough to seek changes and 
be involved in forming those 
changes. Student involvement, so 
desperately lacking in the past 
and so very necessary for the 
success of the future, was the 
element that brought about the 
changes that have occurred in the 
college this past year. 
Each and every student who 
has shown the interest and the 
desire to become involved in the 
issues concerning their college 
should be highly commended by 
their fellow students. But those 
students who so capably gov. 
erned the student body this past 
year are nearing the end of their 
term in office. In just one short 
week, the Student Body shall be 
electing new students to fill the 
offices of the Executive Commit. 
tee, the Egbert Union Board, the 
Men's Governing Board, and the 
Women's Governing Board. These 
officers are elected by the entire 
Student Body to serve the entire 
Student Body. Those students 
who run for office have an ofiJi. 
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Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Servica 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
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Ul!l~JE JlEVJEW 
by Lorin Woig.ird 
CINEMA- "The Assassination Bureau." Oliver Ree~ from ~he 
the musical "Oliver!" and "The Avengers!" Diana Rigg 
·" join forces. 
\t STRAND - "Shaggy Dog" and "Never a Dull Moment." ( I 
bet!) 
ITHACA- "Yours, Mine, and Ours" and "Private Navy of 
Sgt. O'Farrell." The first is a delight, the second pretty 
oily. ( see below) 
TEMPLE- "The Trygon Factor" plus "Assignment to Kill." 
Catch it on the late, late show five years from now. 
:i: ST ;\TE - "Hook, Line, and Sinker." ( sec below) 
· There seems to be a double feature epidemic in the local 
•a In fact the effects of this disease would warrant the 
arc, · ' · · b d h h ~ viewer to drink plen!y o~ fluids, a!1d stay m e rat er t . an 
:.! subject himself to this ~u!1d pollution. But there are _two film 
nning that are entertammg enough to deserve attentmn. 
ru The new Jerry Lewis flick, "Hook, Line, and Sink.er" has 
floated to s_hore. Jerry Lt;wis is a comedian w~o is good m short 
ketches the likes of which he presents on his show, but when 
~t comes' to feature films his inventive slapstick gets_ buried in 
~he cotton of the story which is the~e only to carry his ~omedy. 
. This new offering is _conce~ne1 with larceny, heart ailme!}ts, 
·, unningness in suburbia, sw1tchmg corpses, and, of course, fish-
. ~ng Jr's pretty nonsensical, but its gets carried off .because 
: Pe;cr Lawford and Anne Fran~is (remember ~oney ~est?) 
! give enough support to help rem force the . sa_gg!n~ f~amewo_rk. 
I There are places so thin that you wonder 1f 1t 1sn t Just go!ng 1:. to float away. But Jerry hop_s into another laugh-generating 
·: character portrayal and pulls 1t through. Better than most <?f 
: his films, "Hoo½, Line, and Sinker" is )ight, colorful, and 1f 
nothing else, a mce way to spend an even!~g. . . 
Elsewhere, "Yours, Mine and 01.!rs while appe~nng to 
be an inconspicuous and unfunny film, 1s really a g!1t~ermg g~m 
of heartwarming family humor. And ~hy sho_uldn_t it be_ with 
Lucille Ball playing Helen North, a widow with eight children 
falling in love with Henry Fond~ 3:s Frank ~eardsley ~ho als,o 
lost his marital partner and cla1mmg ten wide-eyed kids. Its 
rroubl~ at the start from the two rivaling families of children. 
·. Loud and heavy laughter plus the effec,~iven~ss o~ human con-
·. flier round out "Yours, Mme, and Ours an mtelhgently clever 
' comedy. 
HANSEN'S I MobilJ SERVBCE 
- c5.s 
EXPERT REPAIRS 
Mufflen - Tune-ups - Tires 
Road Senice 
FREE PICKUP AND oalVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 
THIS SUMMER 
272-4948 
F~us on your future this summer at_ C. W._Post where 
315 lush green acres of campus are JUst minutes from 
parks beaches golf courses, fine theatres and muse-
ums and just a~ hour from the excitemen~ o! Manh_a~an 
and the Hamptons. Theatre, tennis and riding fac1ht1es 
are on campus as well as modern residence halls for 
men and women. 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Pre-Profe5:>ional, 
Pre-Engineering, Business and Education. 
GRADUATE COURSES under the auspices of Long Island 
University Graduate Faculties and Schools are offered on 
the Meniweather Campus. 
• United Nations, Art and Theatre Workshops 
• 7-Week Foreign Study_lnstitute in France 
Apply now for TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSION~ 
JUNE 23-JULY 25.. and JULY 28-AUGUST 29-0ay and Evening. 
Visiting students from accredited· colleges welcome. 
~a W. POST COLLEGiE 
MERRIWEATHER CAMPUS 
LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY . . 
For additional information, summer bulletin and apphcat1on 
"":.",:~ Phone (5161299-2431 or mail coupon ---------. 
r,iiii~;;;;;.,"s;.;;;;;·.,-;-~-;;;;u::w-:--Po--;t College, Mcrriwe .. ther Campus. I 
I P.O. Greenvale, LI,, N.Y. 11548 . cP I 
I Please send me Summer Sessions l~lorm~tlon bull"];n·o Foreign Study I I OWomen's Residence Hall O Mens Residence i.a I I O Undersraduate D Graduate D Day D Evening I 
I Name ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·················:·.········· I 
I Address .....•..... , ..... , ..... · • • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' ·' · · D 1
1 c· St te .•.. Zip.,,········ I 
,ty., .......... :............. " .. .. .. .. I 
I It visiting student from which college? . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _J L.. _______ • ___________________ _ 
LeHell's 
Continued from Pago 8 
gation to the entire Student 
Body to be the very best stu. 
dents available for the offices 
and to present detailed and com-
prehensive campaigns and plat-
forms. The Student Body has an 
obligation to itself to get in-
volved and concerned in the 
forthcoming campaigns and elec-
tions. 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to urge all students, 
whether they be Independent or 
Greek, to be concerned with both 
the issues and problems confront-
ing them in this year's Student 
Body Elections. These elections 
provide the opportunity for each 
and every student to become in-
volved in something that directly 
affects their future college life. 
Whether the changes and the 
progress enriching our college 
life will continue or not is up to 
every student. We owe it to the 
candidates and to ourselves to 
look carefully at each campaign, 
and to vote to the best of our 
ability at the elections. 
Retrospect 
Editor: 
Bernhard J. Welle 
President, I.F.C. 
As I have learned in these past 
four years involved with the 
student government of Ithaca 
College, it is the concerted effort 
of students and their govern-
ment that has brought us the 
great progress toward a more ma-
ture campus. Maturity that has 
come about through the exten-
sion of social and academic free-
doms required by mature adults 
to grow both mentally and emo-
tionally. 
Closest to me, of course, are 
those freedoms that have been 
extended to the women. We have 
made tremendous studies to meet 
these needs which virtually arc 
the rights to which any mature 
woman is entitled. 
WGB has worked with the 
female students as a uniting force 
to bring into reality the inde-
pendence they have asked for. 
Being stre.ngthcned even further 
by Student Congress, representa-
tive of the entire student body, 
and the Executive Committee, 
our proposals brought before the 
administration have had force 
and power which, as we continue 
to enjoy our independence in 
hopes of furthering it still, is the 
only way to get students' requests 
fulfilled. 
Without the united support of 
its students and their govern-
ments - from individual House 
Councils to the Executive Com-
mittee - Ithaca College would 
never be allowed to put into ef-
fect such social freedoms as 
liquor and intervisitation. 
When It Comes to Service ... 
For your high performance and Sports Cars, see Whitey 
Bennett and Jack Paveling at Ithaca Imports. 
The one ·place in town that offers COMPLETE SERVICE 
AND PARTS DEPT. for all Foreign Cars or Sports Cars. 
OPEN SATURDAYS 'TIL 5 P.M. 
ITHACA IMPORTS 
1020 Tripland Terrace 273-1785 
Just off Triphammer Road 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273-4911 







1100111 e POOD O LOUNQE 
SUaday 1-10, 13:30-3:30, ~:30-8 
ll'eekda)'a a-~;:i2-2. 6-8 
~u4 ... 9ao1 
Owned b:,,ll'ella c;:ollese 
011Hi.AIPPY1S'0 IHlOlUJII 
!FRIDAY 3:00 to 4:00 
PITCHER OF ''THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 1TDn. 7 
BLOODY MARY1S 1 /2 BUCK 
P.S.-Don't forget to ioin the Mug Club 
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Costt Of Texttlbooks 
Keeps On Going U JP 
by Don Tepper 
The cost of college textbooks is This eliminates many of the 
high; much higher, in fact, than problems that ordinarily face any 
it has any reason to be. When a publisher. First, any company is 
philosophy textbook costs $14.00, unsure of whether a certain book 
when a history book costs $10.00, will sell enough copies to make 
when a paperback book on poetry a profit. Hence, tbey have to 
costs $4.25, when other paper- price a book high enough to have 
back books less than ¼ inch a better chance at showing a 
thick cost $1.25, then something profit. Textbook publishers, how-
is wrong. ever, know how many copies they 
Textbook publishers, though, can and will sell. Second, any 
aren't complaining. They know proposed textbook does not have 
that those books are required to have as expensive an adver-
reading by students across the tising campaign as does a com-
country. They know that not only mercial book. To be sure, teach-
do they have a captive audience, ers and department heads have 
they also have captive consumers. to be convinced of the merits of 
I therefore urge everyone to 
vote for a strong, united Student 
Government so that we may con-
tinue our excellent stand and 
far-reaching record of progress in 




You Must Vote 
Editor: 
I would like at this time to re-
mind the students of the college 
of the importance of the coming 
Student Body elections. 
In the past year many changes 
have occurred at I.C. due to an 
increase of student involvement 
in college affairs. There is still 
room for improvement and much 
more room for involvement. In-
volvement is a big word. Tr.ere 
are many groups and organiza-
tions on our campus that are 
helping to make the changes our 
college needs to participate in 
contemporary society. It is the 
student who forms these groups 
and elects these leaders who are 
actively involved. 
You are the students who will 
cast ballots for the candidates, 
those who will make the deci-
sions governing your college 
career. I would hope that you 
give careful consideration to the 
platforms and the candidates 
when the election occurs. Vote 
for those who can work with 
every facet of the college com-
munity. Consider candidates who 
will continue to support Student 
Government as a vital force on 
our campus. Involve yourselves 
with the candidates, talk to them, 
question, consider their goals. 
GET INVOLVED ... more im-
portant, GET OUT A,"iD VOTE!! 
Bob Zuraw 
Senior Class President 
a certain book, but this is vastly 
different than mounting a nation-
wide advertising campaign. Third 
is the factor of paying the author. 
Most commercial books are writ-
ten by professional authors solely 
to earn a living. The price they 
sell their manuscripts for must 
reflect this need. On the other 
hand, virtually no textbooks arc 
written by professional authors. 
True, their authors, usually uni-
versity professors, deserve sub-
stantial payment, but the pri-
mary purpose of such books 
should be educational. Many clas-
sics, too, are public domain. 
Either the copyright has expired 
or the work was written far be-
fore the advent of such laws. 
Fourth, the production costs of 
textbooks, per se, should be no 
higher than those of ordinary 
books. Does paper cost any more 
if the words of Plato, Dante, or 
Herodotus arc on it than if the 
words of J. D. Salinger, Lenny 
Bruce, or John or Robert Ken-
nedy are ont it? Is ink any more 
expensive if the words it forms 
are 800 years years old than if 
the words were written yester-
day? 
The simple answer is that pub-
lishing companies are in business 
to make money, not to educate 





Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent. 
liOIBle!R"ii So lS@©>1ifHlll@'lf[Q) 
AGIENCV, ONJC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 81 00 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
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Graduate education in physical 
education at Ithaca College is be-
ing re-structured so that the cur-
riculum will better meet the 
needs of students. The announce-
ment of the change was made by 
Dr. Arnold W. Wilhelm, Director 
of the Division of Health and 
Physical Education. 
Wilhelm said that he was well 
pleased with the work of his 
Graduate Committee composed 
of Assistant Professor Robert 
Jones and Associate Professors 
Homer Merrifield and William 
Straub. Dr. Jones chairs the 
Committee. Dr. Straub is new 
this year and serves as coordina-
tor of the Graduate Program. Dr. 
Merrifield served as coordina-
tor for a number of years prior 
to his sabbatical leave and is cur-
rently teaching graduate courses. 
l\luch of the early success of the 
graduate program is physical 
education has been attributed to 
Merrifield's deft leadership. 
NEW CURRICULA 
During the past semester the 
Committee focused attention on 
the curriculum to determine if 
it needed to be up-dated. The 
unanimous decision of the Com-
mittee was that the curriculum 
did not meet the needs of today's 
students. These findings were 
supported by Dr. Stanley W. 
Davis, Director of Graduate 
Studies and Research. 
After careful study, the Com-
mittee decided to re-structure the 
curriculum so that it would: 1) 
better prepare students to teach 
in elementary and secondary 
schools and 2) better prepare 
students so that they may be 




Building a curr:iculum so that 
both objectives might be ac-
complished was not an easy task. 
Students who wish to stay in a 
public school environment as a 
rule arc more practically orient-







209 Dryden Rd. 
272 - 9636 
"nuts and bolts" of their profes-
sion. On the other hand, students 
who wish to work for the Ph.D. 
or Ed.D. degrees are, generally 
speaking, more inclined to want 
to study the theoretical and re-
search aspects of the field. 
To achieve the dual objectives, 
the Committee decided to struc-
ture the curriculum, but build 
in enough flexibility so that the 
student could decide for himself 
what direction he wishes to fol-
low. 
FLEXIBLE BUT SEQUENTIAL 
The members of the Committeo 
spent considerable time thinking 
through the structured versus 
flexible approaches to curriculum 
construction. Valuable feedback 
was secured from students, fel-
low teachers, and authorities 
from outside the field of physical 
education. Courses of study from 
institutions which have national 
stature in graduate education in 
physical education were care-
fully reviewed. 
RESEARCH EMPHASIS 
One of the weaknesses of the 
present curriculum was readily 
apparent to Jones, Merrifield and 
Straub. There was a dearth of 
research interest on the part of 
students. The curriculum did not 
provide students with the re-
search tools so that they could 
carry out research investigations. 
The thesis, considered as one of 
the requisites for quality grad-
uate education, was not required. 
Neither was an involved research 
paper or enough foundation 
courses in statistics, research de-
sign, etc. One course in intro-
duction to educational research 
was introduced several years ago. 
As a result of this finding, the 
Committee shaped the curricu-
lum so that it would help stu-
dents gain the necessary re-
search skills. Beginning in Sep-
tember 1969, an introductory 
course in statistics and a research 
seminar will be required of all 
degree candidates. Merrifield ex-
plains the sequence as follows: 
"students will obtain some of the 
basic tools for research in the 
courses Introduction to Educa-
tional Research, and A Survey of 
Statistics for Educators." These 
courses will be both required 
during the first semester ot: grad-
uate study. During the second 
semester, the student will be 
given assistance in preparing his 
proposal in the course: Research 
Seminar. During the latter part of 
the research seminar of the sum-
mer session, he will be en-
{:.::::<> :.-. .--:-.o-: ::: ·:<:i-'::-::::...:.0::::::::-:<>::.::_-<>:::::,::<>- :.-~:::::::.:'.'.'O":::::;,,,cri j FR~~ ~ 
: ; ~<©AILA r8IEAIR ~ 
~ ;1 }·; To be given away Week of May 12 ~ 
: ~ ~ ' A lUJ N ~ON IBOOKSTOIRIE ~ 
~ Watch foy Details ) 1 
lb.:..:_:.::<>- :...:.~: .. ::_:<>.::.:.::.s>:.:.::~-:<>.. :_.:<>.:;.:..:_~:;.:::.;,<:>_ - --:<>-.. :.~ 
Montour Falls 
The area's most interesting dealership. 
!Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymouth, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stocet. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS ~IL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
couraged to collect the data and 
write the thesis. Students who 
are not particularly research-
orientated may decide to do a re-
search paper and take additional 
hours of graduate level courses 




Beginning this year, all mas-
ter's degree candidates in physi-
cal education must_ take and pass 
a comprehensive examination in 
five areas of specialization. Re-
search design, administration, 
supervision, philosophy, kinesi-
ology, exercise physiology, motor 
learning, biomechanical prin-
ciples of sports, and sociology of 
sport are some of the areas 
which may be selected by the 
student in consultation with his 
advisor. 
Much of the Committee's time 
during the first semester was 
spent in establishing procedures 
for the administration of the 
examination. Professors DeLuca, 
Hearn, Pesaresi, Shisler, Davis 
and Provost Davies supplied 
valuable comments during the 
Committee's numerous revisions 
of the document. 
PROVOST ENTHUSIASTIC 
Books 
Continued from Page 9 
students. It is common business 
practice to charge as much as 
possible to make the biggest pro-
fit. With literally millio~s of cap-
tive purchasers on thousands of 
college and university campuses 
across the country, publishers 
can practically charge as much as 
they want for their product. Ac-
cordingly, it is doubtful whether 
even substantial price reductions 
would adversely affect the text-
book publishers. 
Unfortunately, textbook prices 
will probably go up, not down. 
Students must buy books, and 
publishers must sell them. Profits 
will be made and, without re-
straints, these profits will be 
even greater. Captive consumers 
cannot bring about competitive 
prices. 
What is the answer? I don't 
know. Do you? 
Fishkin 
Continued from Page -1 
tion to me of the extent to which 
there is personal and professional 
satisfaction to be obtained in 
working in the academic en-
vironment. I have derived incom-
parable satisfaction in having 
the opportunity of doing what 
little I could in the interest of 
the College and of the people'~ who 
comprise it." 
Mr. Fishkin further stated, "I 
have met many students and 
there was not one I didn't like 
or respect. There is a spirit here 
which augurs well for the future 
of Ithaca College-a spirit which 
I am confident will withstand 
That Was the Week That Was I·· 
Continued from Page 4 
he had participated in the Pentagon review of tjlc ABM system _ 
after Deputy Defense Secretary David Packard said he had. . 
MOSCOW - As a result of President Nixon's decision to ,5 
h d · h · · ·1 d f go " a ea w1~ . an :1nt1m1ss1 e c ~nsc progr;_im, criticism of the · 
n~w Admm1str_at1on has begun m_ the Soviet press. Soviet offi .. 
~1als were fbch_eved t
1
? have wab1tcfd for t~e President's first 
important ore1gn po icy move c ore makmg any comments 
AMSTERDAM -A resolution intended to deter hijackin · 
on the world's. airlines by threatening boycotts and global strik~ 
was a~opted m Amsterdam at the 24th conference of the I . 
ternat10nal Federation of Airline Pilots Association. n 
W AS~JNG_TON - President Nixon has proposed to Congress 
the contmuat10n of the 10 per cent surcharge on income tax 
and J?OStponcme_nt of_ reductions in excise- taxes in a move : 
cur~a1l present mflationary trends. ~~- ~~xon called for the 
maintenance of present taxes and s1gmf1cant" cuts in th 
budget for the 1970 fiscal year. e 
SAN FRANCISC9..:.... R'.1mpa.rts magazine, an outspoken ad. 
vocate of New Left ideas, filed a bankruptcy petition in Federal 
~ou~t. -~~e magazine's assets were listed at $1,258,858 and 
its hab1ht1es at $3,078,670. 
WASHINGTON-. President N_ixon has been urged to <lecid~ 
soon whether th<: Umted States 1s to contribute its share to-
~ard t~e ec~nom1c development of poorer countries or to limit 
its foreign aid to a token, or hold\ng, operation. The United 
S~ates_ now stands seventh on the hst of donor countries, con-
t~1butmg about 0.5 per cent of the national income in economic 
aid. 
CARSON, Calif. -The great ~limp hijack of 1%9 never got 
<;ff the gro~nd. The would be pirate was a long haired youth 
trom the_ h1ppy-~appy land around Hollywood and Disneyland· 
armed with a g1!1tar and a black box. He demanded to be taken 
to a Jazz F esuva_l on the G?odycar blimp or threatened to 
blow 1t up. He fmally got ured of waiting and pushed the 
butt_on on the black box out of which came a blast of rock 
nlUSlC. 
WASHJNGTON - The Supreme Court. insured the right ol 
sc~o?l ch1ldrc~ to hold pro~est demonstrations, but emphasized 
officials may impose restraints if there are intrusions upon the 1 
work of the school or the rights of other students. 
NEW ORLEANS - District Attorney Jim Garrison just an-
nounced that he has uncovered new information that indicates 
a conspiracy in the Julius Caesar Case. 
Provost Davies has been most 
receptive to the work of the Com-
mittee. He was of the opinion 
that curriculum change was need-
ed and that the new curriculum 
requirements will help Ithaca to 
improve its graduate work in 
physical education. The Provost 
is particularly pleased with the 
new requirements which specify 
that students must take specified 
courses in general education and 
disciplines which are closely re-
lated to physical education. 
the trying times which face sis----------------------------
Already several colleges and 
universities have learned of the 
"Ithaca Plan" and have written 
to Stra•.1b requesting additional 
information. The procedures for 
administering the comprehen-
sive examination have also been 




0 Lee's Carpets 
0 Floor Covering 
0 Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
ter institutions throughout the 
country." 
"Needless to say I would be 
very happy to see I.C. people 
whenever they are -in the Wash-
ington area. I can be addressed 
at: Office Of Telecommunications 
Management, Executive Office of 
the President, Washington, D.C., 
20504. My telephone number is 
(202) 395-5190." 
"The four months which I have 
been privileged to spend here 
have comprised one of the most 
stimulating and satisfying periods 
of my life. One can only view 
I.C. as a rather remarkable in-
stitution. While very many 
things remain to be done to as-
sure that it will gain the prestige 
and influence of which it is fully 
capable, one can only marvel at 
what has already been accom-
plished in a relatively brief span 
of time. I have absolutely no 
doubt that the goals will be 
achieved - within the frame-
work of rational, practicable and 
achievable objectives." 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
A complete line of all 
Smoker's Supplies 







We have a _large selection of 
magazines and books 
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Playterinven~ the first-day-· 1 
(We took the inside out 
to show yon how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer anclsilky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent .•• it even protects on 
yourfirstday. You.rworstdayl , 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind .•• 
1he Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the aYCrap 
1han the leading regular tampon. · 
Because it's diflerenL Actually adjaata lo :,,oar_ 
~~out.Fluffs out. Dicaigned ~ proecctewiey 
inside inch of yoa. So the dumcc of a mishap 
i's almost zerol 
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.R.'s To Host 
0 ward Robison 
n April 10 
The Ithaca College . Young 
epublicans at a meeting last 
,. ight discussed LUV - Let Us 
ote a campaign to lower the 
oti~g age. The discussion was 
art of their Spring Reorienta-
' ion meeting. 
:'. Also discussed were the club's 
·. Jans for April, which include a 
. •mod'' button sale and addresses 
y prominent Republican speak-
! rs. 
Howard Robison - Ithaca's 
,, .S. congressman - is to be 
f heir guest on Thursday evening 
\pril 10. Mr. Robison, ranking 
epublican in the New York 
tate Delegation will be making 
is second appearance before the 
Jub t111s year. 
On Saturday, April 19, the 
Jub, m conjunction with the 
ornell YR's, is sponsoring a 
eadership training school. High-
ighting the school will be work-
hops conducted by Gary Fair-
hild, National Chairman of Col-
ege YR's and Mort Blackwell, 
irector of Field Activities for 
he YRNF. 
ew Dorms In 
lanning Stage 
by Don Tepper 
ow in the planning stage for 
thaca College are several new 
orms which will hold from 300 
o 400 students. Since the archi-
: ect is still drawing up the plans 
· or the new living quarters, not 
II facts are available. However, 
he dorms will be architecturally 
ifferent than any of the other 
esidences on campus. Dean Brown 
tated that: "It is possible that 
hey may be very different and 
nique." The final location has 
ot been decided upon, but a pos-
ible site is east of the lower 
uad, while the area in back of 
he terraces has been ruled out. 
ithin the next year, the school 
· 1 decide upon final plans for 
e new dorms. 
pplications High 
or Class of '73 
There are many peop1e who 
·ish to attend Ithaca College 
ext year. With the present num-
cr of 5250 applicants so far, the 
umber i5 already 200 over last 
, ·ear. According to Matthew Wall 
f Admissions, about one fifth of 
he applicants will be accepted 
or the Class of 1973. 150 trans-
er students will also see Ithaca 
ollege as their residence next 
ear. 
Bridge Club Invites 
New Members Tuesday 
The Ithaca College Bridge 
lub invites all students, faculty 
nd administration to attend its 
essions on Tuesday Evenings in 
he Terrace Lounge. 
The club, under the capable 
irection of Mr. Jack Hutcheson 
s affiliated with the American 
ontract Bridge League and is 
ertified to issue master point 
wards to its winning pairs. 
Players are encouraged to come 
0 the sessions, whether or not 
hey have a partner. For further 
nformation, interested persons 
hou1ct contact the student man-
ger, Chuck Leinberry x3773. 
Issues Committee 
ants You 
The E.U.B. !;sues Committee 
· s seeking new members for next 
emester. The committee is a 
0
_nparlisan group which tries to 
rmg the pertinent issues of the 
ay to the attention of the Ithaca 
allege community. All inter-
sted students are welcome. For 
ore information call Diane 
osen at x3257 or Nadine Cohen 
t 277-0341. 
Board Member Protests 
Open· Dorms As ~Immoral' 
Craig Wolf, the campus news director of WICB Radio, recently 
interviewed Ithaca College Trustee Harold Allen. Mr. Allen was one 
of the two dissenting voters against the liquor and intervisitation 
proposal and protested against its passage. The following is a tran-
script of that interview. 
Mr. ALLEN: Yes, I made that protest at the trustees meeting. I voted 
against the resolutions as they were adopted. 
Mr. WOLF: Could you explain briefly what your reasons for this are? 
ALLEN: Yes, because I suggested the following, that in the first place 
this should have been discussed with the clergy, it should have been 
discussed with a rabbi, a minister, and a priest inasmuch as this is 
a moral issue. Furthermore, the Ithaca College Bulletin, the uh, 
magazine, contains notices that this had not been pennissable. This 
was a new resolution. I suggested that every parent who pays a bill 
should have been notified of this, and a survey should have been 
taken from the parents and of the parents and let them give their 
opinions· before the trustees could decide on such an important moral 
matter. Now furthermore, I believe that this is a moral issue, and 
parents would not allow students--or as a matter of fact, nobody 
keeps liquor in a bedroom, especially at that age. But furthermore, 
and I say this openly, that a parent certainly would not allow their 
children to use the bedroom-I mean I shouldn't say children--but 
they wouldn't allow a boy and a girl to go into a bedroom in their 
house and close the door. This is not a normal procedure, it's not 
morally right. And therefore, I object to it. Now if a student wants 
to use a motel, and therefore take a chance using a motel, at least 
they will know that they are taking a chance. Now this is not-this 
is a moral issue, and I don't go along with it. 
WOLF: Well, thank you very much for your comments. Uh, could you 
tell me .... 
ALLEN: I don't think that any parent would go along with it. I don't 
think even you would'. 
WOLF: Could you tell me, uh, how the board voted on this matter 
and, uh, did you raise these points at the Board of Trustees meeting? 
ALLEN: I objected and the minutes will contain my objections and 
I insisted that my objections be in the minutes. So I would suggest 
that you contact the, uh, secretary. Now as far as I'm concerned 
you can read the minutes. I have no objection to it. Matter of fact, 
for the past ten years, I have suggested to the Board of Trustees that 
a male and female representing the school in the graduating class 
should be on the Board of Trustees, so that they can be aware of the 
problems that the Board of Trustees has. I have made this suggestion 
for ten years now, or more. 
WOLF: I see. Your suggestion that they be on the Board of Trustees ... 
ALLEN: That's right, because I think that they should know what 
the Trustees have to face instead of observing it second-hand. 
WOLF:. Uh, would these be observers or voters? You say they should 
be on the Board, uh, would ... 
ALLEN: They should be on the Board and allowed' to vote. There's 
no reason why they can't. But except that I said they should be from 
the graduating class, because then they- would certainly be mature 
enough. 
WOLF: I see. Uh, do you plan to push this matter any further and 
discuss it? 
ALLEN: I have written a letter asking the President of the College 
and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees to reconsider their vote. 
Now, I also will add this: that the Superintendent pf Schools of a, uh, 
of one of the school districts of Long Island •••• I met with him the 
other night and he objected to it. A minister with whom I discussed 
the matter also objected to it. A vice-principal and an assistant prin-
cipal of a high school objected to it. I also made a personal survey 
with many parents who objected to it. I also have received several-
not too many-but I've received a few phone calls from parents. And 
when·I said that I was considering resigning over this issue, then they 
toid me, they said no, we need you, stay on, and do whatever you can 
to have the resolution reconsidered. 
WOLF: Um-hm. You were considering resigning over the issue. 
Could you explain .... · 
ALLEN: That's right, I was considering resigning because I think 
this is a moral issue, it's not a financial issue, it's a moral issue. Now 
I'm not saying that the students aren't old enough to decide for them-
selves, I'm saying that they are old enough to decide for themselves 
and therefore this privilege should be on their own conscience, and 
if they want to go to a motel and take their chance, O.K., fine, but 
I do not give approval in the school dormitories. Because I worked 
hard with Herman Muller years ago, to have these dormitories as 
they are today, and I say that, I don't say that they would be used 
for purposes that are immoral, but I see no reason to, uh, say that-
to expose them. In others words, familiarity breeds .•• in this par-
ticular situation, and I don't go along with it. I think it's morally 
wrong. I expressed myself at the Trustees meeting just that way. 
WOLF: I see. Well thank you very much, sir, Uh, would you care to 
make any other comments? 
ALLEN: No, except that, uh, I feel that this is a moral issue and I, 
I, uh, just don't go along with it until it is-uh, more surveys are 
made, and until it's discussed with the proper clergymen. This is not 
a financial issue, it's a moral issue. And I think it's about time that 
we parents stepped in and had something to say in these matters. 
Now I'm sure that if you made a survey in Ithaca, to have people vote 
on it, I would be very much interested in seeing the way they voted. 
Now the survey that I have taken--1 have not had one person vote 
for it. 
WOLF: This informal survey you've taken of people who have con-
~1 tacted you .... 
ALLEN: Yes, a private survey that I have made. 
WOLF: Um-hm. Tell me about the Board, uh, was there a fair 
amount of argument over this matter or discussion? Were you the 
Ione dissenter? 
ALLEN: No, I will say that I believe the minutes will reveal that 
there was one other person objecting to it. Except that I objected to 
it very strongly. 
WOLF: I see. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Allen, it's been a 
pleasure talking with you. 
ALLEN: It's good to talk to you, sir. 
Reporter's Note: In a letter received some days after this conversa-
tion, Mr. Allen indicated that he also favors having faculty on the 
Board as well as students. 
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Poor Children To Visn.tt 
JL Co Campus Aprill 19 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
Pcrkrnsnllc. !\'cw York has mi- VISTA Associations program 
grant farm residents and Ith- spccificially at Perkinsville. 
aca C'ollPgc·s Perkinsville Steer- The statement of Purpose oi 
ing Comnuttec is determined to the committee indicates four 
do something to help them. Meet- short-range goals. First would be 
ing c\·cry :\londay at noon in the to "convince (and then assist) a 
Job Room of the Student Union, migrant family or two to resettle 
the participants discuss actual out of the migrant stream an<l re-
plans of aid. locate in Ithaca." They also wish 
Interest was stimulated by and to collect information from Cor-
formulated under Project nell and the university at Geneseo 
R.E.A.C.H. (Rural Educational for Ithaca College's Library and 
and Cultural Horizons) which is for the use of VISTA volunteers 
under the direction of Rev. Timo- with distribution throughout the 
thy Weider of Perkinsville. Ithaca area. Another purpose is to per-
College is concentrating on a form remedial work projects with 
work-study program that will be- the migrant families. Finally, it 
gin this next fall and on en- is to help prepare Ithaca's stu-
couraging help in the Summer dents for graduate work in the 
Pastry Shop 
113 N. Aurora 
AR2-7277 
See our wide 
selection of Van Dell 
bridal Jewelry. 
ALTMAN & GREEN 
JEWELERS 
Teacher's Corps of VISTA. Plans 
are to "award a full semester's 
course credit (15) for this off-
campus, work-study, public serv-
ice program." 
Immediate attempts are to put 
out a booklet which will con-
tain facts about• the project, its 
purpose and goals. This pamphlet 
will advertise the conditions of 
the migrants at Perkinsville, the 
opportunities of these people and 
the lack of them, and what can be 
done. The committee also is work-
ing to raise funds with no strings 
attached, to strengthen the asso-
ciation between Ithaca College 
and Perkinsville, and to set up a 
Licensing Group 
Evaluating Dorms 
A Licensing Committee to re-
view dormitory requests for 
liquor and open dorms was form-
ed before vacation and is present-
ly visiting dormitories. Members 
of the committee are Dan Karson, 
Michael Krengel, Don Tilton, 
Wendy Cohen, Mrs. Martha Gar-
land, Dr. Donald Niewyk and 
Dean of Students John Brown. 
Dormitories who are interested 
in acquiring these privileges and 
have not made an appointment 
with the committee should con-
tact Dan Karson. 
UDENT ~~!~~1~ A.D. 2000 I 
Soc Majors 
Continue 
,___I_P_R_E_D_I_C_T_t_h_a_t_b_y_t_he_y_e_a_r -2-,000--, _m_a_n_y_a_n_d_p_e_r_h-ap--ls Fight For 
most of the colleges in this country and elsewhere will have 
students sharing governing authority to the degree that "stu- Dep t 
dent power" will not be a demand but an accomplished fact. ar ment 
• • • • 
by Rick Fuller 
There is a movement already on this campus and others. Sociology majors have sent a ., 
It's not a fad but a result of social forces and conditions that letter to Dean Givens this week } 
will grow stronger. requesting consideration of the,. 
At work are these forces: increasing student maturity and formation of a separate Sociology • 
sophistication, the egalitarian movement, and, an increased pace Department at Ithaca College. 
of change in the world. The most basic of these forces are the The request resulted from the 
rapid and profound changes taking place in our society. The alleged refusal of Dr. Eric Graf, 
young arc more "tuned in" to change and are less opposed to chairman of the Social Relations 
Work Study Program. Mr. Sidney it than their elders. Today's youth, especially at college age, Department, to discuss the pro. 
Herzig's tutorial program first are more aware and sophisticated than before and will become posal. 
introduced the whole endeaver even more so. Education is better, young people are in closer The action is the latest step 
and the committee ls designed to contact with the progress of events, and old taboos are break- taken by the sociology majors in 
help them. ing down to permit a greater frankness. The combination of their efforts to form an auton. 
Poor children from Perkins- an earlier maturity witl1 a greater awareness of society's un- mous department. One studett 
ville and Corning ranging in age solved problems has led tc, demands for more involvement. asserted, "We've been going 
from 8 to 16 years will be at the Contributing to this is the egalitarian movement. The young through every possible channe) 
college April 19, 1969 for a day are beginning to actively resent their lowered status which con- to achieve our goals, but there is 
away from their home environ- stitutes unnecessary discrimination on the basis of age. This a lack of cooperation by both 
ments. Anyone interested in help- sense of oppression is one of the roots of anti-"establishment" Dr. Graf and Dean Givens." 
ing is asked to contact Danny sentiment. - The problem goes back to la!! 
Baker. The Summer VISTA Asso- So there is developing a desire to get done what the estab- semester when Mr. Stuart Whit. 
ciation has people working at lishment has not and to .:nd the discrimination against college-. ney made a proposal for the ad. 
Perkinsville and applying is age people, and this is accompanied by the increasing feeling dition of two new sociologists to 
faster if it is processed through that _t~e students _ought to be involved. Here are some specific the faculty in order to expand 
Father Weider an·d Project conditions that will affect colleges: the sociology program. Cost pro-
R.E.A.C.H., Perkinsville N. Y. The desire for community. A spirit of community, equality, hibited this. On Januuary 28, 
Further information 'or the and progress is desired by many \\oho wish the college to be the faculty held a meeting with 
project may be found in the I more than an educational supermarket. You can't have a "col- students in an effort to stimulate 
pamphlet that will be circulated lcge community" "".hen the students are tlisenfranchised. interest in the field. At this meet. 
on April 21 or by contacting Tlze revolt against control. One way or the other, students between students, faculty, and 
Danny Baker or Pat O'Connell. I are going to win recognition as re_SJ?Onsible young adults, not as administration, the issue of the 
children to be kept under superv1s1on. Cajlege students are be- formation of an autonomous 
coming more mature, not less. sociology. department was raised. 
Tlze desire to build. Those students who wish to contribute On January 30, another meet. 
to the improvement of education have limited opportunity ing was held at which time Dr. 
when they can be easily pushed aside. If students share power, Graf stated that it was possible 
they must be reckoned with. to approach Dean Givens with the 
The absurdity of the present structure. It is the students 
and . faculty who really comprise any college, _vet_jt is the ad- possibility of separation. At the ,, 
same time he indicated that it ~1 
ministration which has control. Ideally, the administration was not a favorable time to do so.·.: 
should execute the policy made by the students and faculty, in-
stead of vice-versa. As for the trustees, they should serve as At a February 11 meeting of j 
legal and financial advisers. students and faculty, Dean Givens 
• • • • 
These conditions and forces lead me to believe that when 
we students return to college as middle-aged alumni in the year 
2000 we'll be saying, "It sure wasn't like this when I went to 
school!" 
suggested that the proposal 
should be presented at the Social 
Relations departmental meeting 
for consideration. On February 1 
13, this was done. It was reported 
by students attending that Dr. 
Graf at that time refused either 
to discuss the proposal or offer it 
for consideration. On February 
27, the students sent a memoran-
dum to Dr. Graf asking him to re-
consider the request by March 6. 
To date there has been no re·, 
sponse to this note. 
144 E. State St. * 1'IJR8Jia<.'B ELMIRA ROAD • ITHACA, N.Y. 
Dean Givens has now been noti- , 
fied of this and supporters of the . 
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0 PAT'S TAILOR SHOP- Basement of Dorm 12 
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P·ETBILLOSE CLEANBBS 
Plans Set For 
Pre-Registration 
The Registrar has anonunced 
that Arts and Sciences pre-regis-
tration for next semester will be-
gin next week. Adviser-advisee 
conferences will take place be-
tween April 7 and April 23, and 
students planning to return ~ 
urged to make an appointment 
with their adviser soon. Studen~ 
must return a pre-registration 
form to the Deans' office be-
tween April 21 and April 23 . 
~:"x~~~x-:-•:•-:$i 
l : I COME IN AND : 
f , BROWSE ; 
f f i THE YARN SHOP S 
., 204 N. Tioga j i YES! WE HA VE BEADS i ! THE MOST COMPLETE Si 
l ART NEEDLEWORK 
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Chemistry Lab 
. Meeting at I.C. 
Grad Exams Annowncedl 1111Basic 1Lomn0Dogy11 (Courrse To Jwo Tower Girls 
1frapped in Elevator 
.. ,: Ithaca college will host an all-
,: d y conference on the under-
f, g:aduate chemistry laboratory on 
,. Saturday, April 19. 
The conference is sponsor':d by 
the College Center of the Fing':r 
Lakes and nhaca College, and 1s 
receiving support from the Na-
tional Science Foundation. Und~r 
,. discusion will be a new concept m 
undergraduate laboratory work 
• which concentrates on actual lab-
oratory research. 
Dr. Robert Pasternak, an l!haca 
College professor of chemJStry, 
will discuss the laboratory pro-
gram at Ithaca College, which is 
basically an undergraduate in-
stitution. 
Dr. G. l\I. Barrow of the Ad-
visory Council on College. Chem-
istry will speak on other innova-
tions in the undergraduate lab. 
An afternoon panel discussion 
on the future of the undergradu-
ate lab will feature Dr. L. B. 
Clapp from Brown University; 
Dr. w. A. Mosher of the Uni-
versity of · Delaware; Dr. R. I. 
Walter of the University of Illi-
nois Chicago Circle; and Dr. C. F. 
Wil~ox of Cornell University. 
Students who plan graduate study in various fields should be 
sure to file applications for the appropriate aptitude examinations 
according to the following schedule: 
Deadline for Exam 
filing dato 
1. Arts and Sciences 
Graduate Record Examination 1 April 26 April 
17 June 12 July 
2. Business Acfminstration 
Admission Test for Graduate 29 March 12 April 
Study in Business 28 June 12 July 
26 July 9 August 
3. Law 
Law School Admission Test 22 March 12 April 
12 July 2 August 
4. Education 





Medical College Admission Test 16 April 3 May 
1 October 18 October 
6. Dentistry 
Dental Aptitude Test 7 April 25-26 April 
22 September 10-11 October 
Application forms, and other details on these examinations are 
available in Services for Career Plnas, 207 Arts and Sciences. 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 ELMIRA RD. 
IP.lEo, IP.T., Music 
Mid-term Grades 
Mid-term grades for Physical 
Education, Physical Therapy, and 
Music students are available in 
the Dean's Office. Arts & Science 
students must contact their ad-
lSe IHleBcil CD1l V~sseD DD'D Se1111eca lLalke 
(!' 
CORNING, N. Y. - A six-week may be obtained from the biology 
course in fresh water studies on department on campus. 
Seneca Lake will be offered June Offered for credit, "Basic 
30 to August 8, at the Finger Limnology" will give students 
Lakes Institute, based in Watkins actual shipboard experience in 
Glen. fresh water studies, working 
Dr. William G. Lindsay of aboard the Institute's 65-ft. re-
Elmira College and director of search vessel on Seneca Lake. 
the Institute, said the course, Faculty and students will work as 
"Basic Limnology," will be open a team in field work and research 
to students at colleges in the at Seneca Lake. 
College Center of the Finger Information about registration, 
Lakes and to those outside the fees and other details may be ob-
consortium as well. tained from Bruce E. Schwartz, 
assistant to the president, College 
Applications for registering are Center of the Finger Lakes, 22 
now being accepted at the CCFL, West Third Street, Corning, New 
headquartered in Corning, or, York, 14830. 
Phi Mu Alpha's experimental rock band, the Phi Mu Rock 
Ensemble, was organized to provide entertainment for IFC's 
Greek \Veekend. The group was led by junior piano major Joe 
Buchard, who also arranged rock charts for the performance. 
After playing for the weekend, the band moved to the Pub where 
it was enthusiastically received. 
The 21 pledges of Pi Theta Phi are a spirited group - they 
een organized a birthday party for the house president, Bill 
Farley. Pi Theta Phi's candy sale is continuing and candy may 
be purchased from any of the members. 
j :<:>: ~ -~ -~ ~ -~ ,0.: ~ '°" "°':: 
!·; UNION IBOOKSTORlE ~ ~ ~ 
'. M 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
Travelling from the thirteenth 
floor of the East Tower to the 
lobby took a little longer than 
expected for Mary Ann Spencer 
and Barbara Smith on March 25. 
At 6:30 p.m., as they were head-
ing for the lobby, the elevator 
jolted and stopped between the 
second floor and their destina-
tion. For approximately twenty 
minutes the two girls were forced 
to entertain themselves in the 
elevator. 
They first rang the emergency 
buzzer in the form of an S.O.S. 
signal and found out how really 
loud it was. They heard voices 
asking "What's going oh"? and 
were told to push various buttons 
that provided no results. Finally, 
they tried to open the elevator 
door and found they were only 
about a foot or so away from the 
second floor and stepped out 
after twenty minutes of confine-
ment. 
Over 160 chairmen of depart-
ments from colleges in neighbor-
ing areas have been invited. Ac-
ceptances have been received 
from Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massa-
chusetts, Maine, and Canada, as 
well as from all over New York 
State. 
Dr. Heinz Koch, chairman of 
the Ithaca College chemistry de-





W Now Authorized Dealer for ( i f visor. ~ , 
I In addition to grades, please f_,,J: SMITLll • CORON 4 ~r', ;_ •.
During the time, they consid-
ered the whole thing amusing and 
began to fit appropriate wot-ds 
into well known songs. (A record-
ing of those renditions probably 
would have been interesting if 
equipment had been at hand.) 
Unfortunately their ingenuity is 
lost to the elevator shaft. Their 
only serious thought came when 
they realized that the cable 
might break, and after taking 
precautions (?) they continued on 
their composing career until the 
final rescue. Their heroic reac-
tions to the ordeal were summed 
up neatly: "We had a good time!" Forensic Students 
Receive Honors 
Several I.C. students recently 
participated in the New York 
State Individual Events Speech 
Championships at Hunter Col-
lege. Those representing Ithaca 
College included Stepanie Auli-
cino, Don Berman, Janet Car-
penter, Noreen Finkelstein, Nan-
cy Martino, Alison Edwards, Lin-
da, Oppenheim, Irving Pikscher, 
and Clayton Spivey. Those re-
ceiveing awards were: Miss Fink-
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
3 shows - 10, 11, 12 
EXOTIC DANCERS 
WANTED 
Sundays - Roel< & Roll 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
t be sure to check and see that ~ rru ~ 




FILM FESTIVAL ITHACA'S LARGEST 
RECREATION CENTER THE IBEST LAUREL & HARDY SHORTS: 
36 LANES 
Billiards - Modern Lounge 
Private Party Room 506 W. State St. 
, 272 .4949 
~ Leather & Zipper Repair 
TIT FOR TAT 
LOVE AND KISSES 
Sunday, April 6 
B-102 
THEIR FIRST MISTAKE 
$.75 per person 
SCRAM 
GOING BYE BYE 
$1 .25 couple 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
BDE'S 
BOWL-BILLIARDS 
Judd Falls Road L. ,,:;·.~:!+:·½~ 2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. Showings 
elstein, second in Interpretation .__ ____________ _, ., _____________ ~-----------------------------------------, 
of Poetry; Miss Spivey, fifth in 
Interpretation of Drama; Miss 
Oppenheim, sixth in Interpreta-
. lion of Prose; Miss Edwards, 
fourth in Radio Newscasting; Mr. 
. Pikscher, fuorth in Extemporane-
. · ous speaking; and Mr. Berman, 
1 second in Radio-Television Broad-
. casting and third in Radio News-
, casting_ Because of the outstand-
. ing performance by all those 
competing, Ithaca College finish-
ed second in the total sweep-
stakes, losing to the host school. 
Eighteen different schools par-
ticipated. The results give I. C. 
a good standing in competition 
for the Garrison Trophy, an 
award given to the college that 
receives the most points in state 
speech tournaments. 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 





114 W. State St. 
272-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
IFIRATIERNDTY JJIEWELR.Y 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 




Your iast check 
From home 
just bounced? 
Thunk o~ cove~ over coffeea 
lhe Think Drink~ 
For 0 ..,r 0 ..,nThink Drink Mug, send 75C and )our r:smt" nnd addres, to· - ~-' 
Th,:, Ort'll!. Mug, Dept. N, P.O. Box 551), New York, N Y 10046 The lnlern.ntlonnl Cofree Orga111z:1t1on., 
r' 
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W.A.A. GYMNASTICS 
Continued from Page 16 Continued from Page 1 S 
Kruse second in the 50 yd. back- Kyhos, Alan Soloman, and a late-
The World of ff heels cd and real orga_nizational power should be vested in some .. central authority, such as the Automobile Competition Com ). 1"!1ittce of the _United _States (ACCU~), whic~ is pr~sently th~·. 
link between mternanonal and American racmg. This is cssen · 
tial if racing is to mature from its bush league status. · · stroke; I3rynn Crandall third in comer, Bob l\tacAvoy. 1 by Ron Cohn the 50 ~ d breaststroke and One of the highlights of the : 
Heather Young fifth in the 50 yd. season which deserves mention i For the past year I have had the opportunity to expound 
butterfly. Cir;dy Smith took a I was our meet with Southern Con-· on the topic I like best, the automobile. And at this time I'd 
second in diving to push Ithaca, necticut. S.C. is probab~ one of like to introduce Dick Leone, who will be the new \Vorld of 
closer to the top. I the best teams in the EaSt. (They \\lheds author for the remainder of this year ( except for the 
Round-up of other events in I re~ently lost to Pe~n State by 
Amateur events and classes of racing with lesser appeal ·:. 
sho_uld _not be eliminated, because they are t~e _backbone of.' 
racing m the Umted States. Rather, the sanctwnmg organiza. 
tions should ~ndeavor to promote their top events and cham. . 
pionships on a larger scale: the NASCAR Grand Nationals the i 
CanAm a,!ld Trans-Am, the USAC Champion~hip, the NHRA "' 
Fuel, Gas, Funny Car, Super Stock, and Jumor Stock cham. · 
pions - all these are events with which the public can readily 
identify. 
WAA: \ only five points.) Their best gym- Auto Show ls.sue and the '69 Corvette road test) and all qf 
Gymnastics: Three schools com- nast, Jim Amarine, is probably next year. Dick, a sophomore R-TV major from Greenlawn, 
peted in the New York State meet 
with Ithaca (53.10) placing second 
to Cortland (61.25) and Brockport 
(40.90) coming in third. I.C. won 
the team high total in vaulting. 
Individual placings: Linda Stanley 
second, Karen Kirk, fourth in 
floor ex.; Marcia Woods first, 
Karen Kirk second, Diane Ingra-
ham tie for fourth in vaulting; 
Linda Stanley third in balance 
beam; Karen Kirk third, Anne 
Filley tie for fourth, and Diane 
Ingraham fifth in uneven bars. 
Karen Kirk took a second in the 
allaround event. Out of fifteen 
colleges competing, in the Eastern 
Collegiatcs, Ithaca placed eighth. 
Ithaca is 6-3 for the season show-
ing its winning form which we all 
saw from the start. On March 6, 
7, 8, the team will travel to 
Springfield for the DGWS Na-
tional Championships. 
Basketball: Although the team 
lost a tough one to Cortland, the 
girls bounced back to best Oneonta 
45-39. Kathy Minich scored high 
with 21 points while Joy Malchodi 
was right up there with 12. The 
·overall record is an impressive 
5-1 for the season. Miss Lewis is 
extremely pleased with the girls 
and all their hard work. Although 
there was definite depth on the 
squad this year, the season would 
not have been successful without 
the drive and desire on the part 
of each and every girl. Congratu-
lations on a season well played 
and well won. 
Volleyball: the team split in a 
two match meet against Buffalo 
State. In the first match Buffalo 
won 15-10, 2-15 and 5-10, but our 
girls came back to win the second 
155-5, 15-8. Brockport and 
in the Brockport competition the 
Rochester USVBA both defeated 
Ithaca in these two matches but 
games were really closer than the 
great deal of hard playing on 























among the top ten or fifteen 
gymnasts in the U.S. today. I be-
lieve that S.C. set no less than 
five new gymnasium records at 
our ·Ben Light gym. By the way, 
don't be surprised if you see Jim 
Amarine on our Olympic team in 
·n: 
All in all, for the Ithaca Col-
lege gymnastics team, it was a 
rather frustrating season-yet far 
from unproductive. In fact, I can 
almost guarantee that you'll see 
a different story next year at 
this time. Lets' face it, it's impos-
sible to have a O and 12 record 
two years in a row. 
SWIMMING 
Continued from Page 15 
200 free (Roberts), 50 free (Basos), 
200 back (Marshall) and the 200 
freestyle relay (McNamara, Basos, 
Ely, Roberts). Roberts also tied 
his own individual medley record. 
Roberts also set a record in 
career scoring with 212. He led 
all scorers this season by scoring 
87 points. Following him were 
Marshall (57), Fitzpatrick (50) and 
McNamara (49). Also providing 
points were- Butler, Basos, Ely, 
Allen, Fitch and Vincent. 
With only one senior graduat-
ing from this year's squad, next 
year's team should have a fine 
nuceus of nine returning and ex-
perienced lettermen. This nuclei.ls 
will be augmented by this sea-
son's frosh: Pete Carr, John Gor-
don, Jeff Burres and Harvey Orn-
stein. In addition, next year's 
freshman will be eligible for 
varsity competition. This should 
give the Ithaca varsity swimming 
team a good shot at achieving the 








Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 
L.I., has fostered an interest in cars and racing for nearly a dec-
ade and, I'm sure, will offer the readers of this column a refresh-
ing insight on our favorite sport. 
Ron Cohn 
A recent article in "Car and Driver" by Brock Yates brought 
up a very good point. Racing, which is this country's largest 
spectator sport ( next to horse racing), cannot become a truly 
major league sport with the public following of pro football or 
baseball until it is organized. That is, there must be clear-cut 
championships and champions with whom the public can readily 
identify and develop an interest. So the question is, how can 
racing as it stands today bring this situation about? 
All it takes is a look at the racing situation today. There 
are two basic forms of automobile racing in this country: road 
racing and drag racing. And there are no less than five major 
sanctioning organizations. (NASCAR, NHRA, AHRA, SCCA, 
and USAC). Within these groups, there are many instances of 
overlapping; different organizations often run races for the 
same types of cars. For example, NASCAR runs a GT series 
for stock-block 5-litcr sedans, as does the SCCA in their Trans 
American Sedan series.· Thus we find two different groups of 
drivers and owners campaigning their Mustangs, Cougars, Cam-
aros, and Javelins in two separate organizations. This is a 
gross waste of both talen_t and money. 
Another important poii:it is that as things stand right now -
the non-automotive press and broadcast media tend only 1~ 
concentrate upon t_he gloomier aspects of the sport, accidents 
and death. Just this Saturday on ABC's blood-and-guts Wide 
World of Sports millions of people watched as .a rider fell off 
his bike in a motorcycle race and then had his hand run over -" 
by. another bike, and then saw it again on Instant Replay. 
This is deplorable. The sport must be made safe. Obviously 
this costs money, but the corporate giants having a large stake 
in racing as it is now (Ford, Chrysler, Goodyear, and Firestone) 
can only benefit further by using their extensive facilities to 
develop improvements and innovations to "clean up" the sport 
Automobile racing must grow up if it is to be a success-
ful and viable endeavor on a broad scale in the future, and this 
can only be done if those involved are willing to make some 
sacrifices and give up the provincial and self-centered attitudes 
that all too often permeate the sport and its sanctioning bodiet 
~~ ~·-·- .... ,_ -·-,-:"'\} .. :·· -. ... . ... -·~ -· 
OWNED & OPERATED BY DRYDEN RADIO & T.V. SVCE. CO. 
"ASSOC. 
STORE" 
In drag racing, two sanctioning organizations d·ominate. 
The National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) is considerably 
larger and more influential than the American Hot Rod Asso-
ciation (AHRA). Both organizations host a myriad of com-
petitive classes, ranging from such purebred, all-out racing ma-
chines, the nitromethane burning fuel dragsters, down through ~ 
the fiberglass-bodied Funny Cars, gas coupes, roadsters, and · · 
super stock "production" cars, to your uncle's stock '62 Rambler 
wagon. Again, much overlapping with its resultant waste of 
talent and money. 
LAFAYETTE ~£WU@ 
ELECTRONICS 
'9 The Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) sanctions most of the true road racing in this country for production vehicles as well as modified, open-wheeled, and all-out racing machines. It also hosts the Trans-Am series as well as the Canadian-
American Challenge Cup. 
The United States Auto Club (USAC) has its biggest 
drawing card in the Indi;u1apolis 500. This and the other races 
along its C~ampionship Trail are for special open-wheeled cars, 
most of which compete on oval tracks. · 
The National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing 
(NASCAR) sanctions events in its Grand National series on 
oval tracks and super speedways, mot of which are in the south fi; 
for intermediate siz~ Ameri_can sedans with ~he big b)ock Chrys~ ,:, 
!er, Ford, and Chevy engmes. NASCAR 1s run with an iron i 
hand by its founder and president, Bill France. (Needless to 
say, the cars are anything but stock.) 
Overlapping of events and organizations must be eliminat-
STATE-& CORN SYS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272-9881 
"We Service 
What We Sell" 
MOTOROLA 
COLOR TELEVISION 
LARGE DISPLAY of TV - PORT ABLES - STEREOS 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
--OVER 10,000 PARTS IN STOCK-
YOUR DISCOUNTS - "Make Your Dollar Go Farthc,-" 
TO N.'lS. ELfC. 1300 ITHACA-DRVDEN RD. RTE.¾'66 
~3a'l5D~~~ r [ 273-8777 
DRYDEN ROUTEl\'13 ITffACA, N,V. 
.:..-- ---t·~- .::.~ 





DAVID STONE, artistic director 
June 23 to August 3, 1969 
on the 180 acre AMBLER CAMPUS 
in Upper Dublin Township, Pa. 
NOW MOVED TO NEW LOCATION 
JUST RECEIVED 
INSTITUTE, offering an intensified 
music curriculum including opera, 
voice, piano, orchestra instruments, 
chamber music, large ensembles, 
composition, conducting, theory and 
literature ... 
NEW SHIPMENTS OIF 
IBIEILIL BOTTOMS 
$5.88 to $7 .88 
Come iin and visill' our newer, ·forger 
store and register for one of several 
prizes. 






CONCERTS, featuring internationally 
famous artists. 
Artist Faculty Includes 
Carlton Cooley, viola . 
Todd Duncan, voice 
Lehman Engel, opera and 
composition 
Alexander Fiorillo, piano 
Raya Garbousova, cello 
Sascha Gorodnllzkl, piano 
Natalie Hinderas, piano 
Anna Kaskas, voice 
Helen Kwalwasser, violin 
James Lucas, opera 
Vincent Persichetti, composition 
George Hochberg, composition 
Eleanor Steber, voice 
Riverside Singers, chamber music 
Plus Members of _ 
the Philadelphia Orchestra 
For application and details write to: 
Temple University Institute 
Robert Page, Director 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 
Review of Winter Sports I 
Hockey 
by Ed Rudmann 
; In the beginning of the hockey 
f season coach George Moore said 
· that if the team won a .500 sea-
. son and made the Finger Lakes 
, Hockey League Playoffs, he would 
deem · the season successful. The 
team'!> record was 9-11, and they 
were fifth in the voting for the 
four playoff spots. So, with all 
things being considered, it was a 
'.,• fairly good season. 
It was a season that was unique 
in the short annals of I.C. hockey. 
Bob Aioian was voted to the 
E.C.A.C. Division II All Star Team 
·' on three different occasions, and 
~iven honorable mention three 
~ther times. Rod Frith, in addi-
tion to breaking the school record 
for career points in his junior 
year, was also given honorable 
·; mention several times this sea-
: son. 
!. The team started out as usual, 
· with only two lines, but played 
remarkably well in the first half 
of the year as they returned from 
their annual Boston trip with a 
5-3 record. Then it began! Rod 
Firth was suspended for two 
games, and we still do not know 
the reasons behind his suspen-
sion. Bob Robichaud suffered a 
shoulder separation and missed 
five games. And last of all, Bob 
Aloian, perennial League All-Star 
! and an excellent defensive foot-
:· ball back, broke his ankle in a 
: volleyball game and missed the 
last three games of the season. 
Joe Maire came off a shaky 
year and played fine hockey, be-
: ing second high scorer on the 
· team. Alan Cox once again showed 
. his versatility as he was moved 
· from wing to defense late in the 
season, after being second team 
1 All-Star goalie last year. He has 
, done a fine job at all positions 
and will be returning next year. 
Tim Cullen set a school record 
with 59 saves in the first Oswego 
game. It was a year of ups and 
downs for Tim, who will have to 
hustle to start next year. The ex-
perience he gained as a sopho-
• more this year should make him 
tough in the years to come. 
. Bob Corrao went after and got 
. another school record as lie sat in 
: the penalty box for a total of 90 
minutes, anu average of 5 Illlnutes 
per game. 
Hockey is coming along at Ith-
aca College. The win over Oswego 
was the -biggest upset in the his-
.. tory of I.e. hockey. With the 
. Freshmen coming up and the ma-
jority of the team retuarning, we 
should see a winning season. 
Tribute should be paid to coach 
Moore for the fine job he has 
done with hockey here. He is re-
signing after this year and every-
: one on the team wishes him good 
; luck wherever he goes. 
[ Following are a few statistics 
[ on the season: 
I Ph INDIVIDUAL SCORING 
; n,lY . h Gm. GL Ast. 
; Joo M~\~0 ½~ · ~g ~~ 
l i•d Willis 18 10 16 ; r,;~ s~\~~~: ½~ a U f. ..Iph Cox 18 3 
i g. Pnttorson 18 g ; 
. oy Lei! 18 8 r Bob Corrnn 18 4 














, l!,1:1o GOAL TENDER 
I Tim Cullen ?om. 7~ff" f{'t ~A f:X6 
SCORES BY PERIOD 
ii;ncn Collogo 2~ 8~ 




GEE'S SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
Vending Machines 
$7.95 AND UP 
Coin Collectors 






by Bob Scandurra 
Gymnurnastoccs Swimmiimgi 
by. Russ Fedennan John Marshall 
I guess you might say that our The varsity swimming team 
gymnastics team has bad its gave its finest performance 
share of woe this season. We 
of the season last month as it 
started off with a returning team 
of three members. How we were scored 7 points in the Upper New 
The varsity wrestling team had 
another hard luck week, losing 
to Clarkson .20-19 and tieing 
Brockport, 16-16. The meets put 
the Bombers at a 2-8-1 season going to compete against such York State Championships at Sy-
record• as they have one remain- teams as Silppcry Rock and racusc. The team, lacking a suf-
ing match with R.I.T. Southern Connecticut was a good f' · 1c1ent quantity of swimmers to 
It was against Clarkson that 
the hard luck really prevailed. 
Giving up 10 points at the start 
via forfeits in the 123 and 130 
question. Then I went ahead and 
dislocated my shoulder. Need- put them in contention for the 
less to say, Mr. Eggleston, the team title, relied on quality as 
rest of the team, (all two of each of the six swimmers com-
them) and myself were not terri- peting placed in the finals at 
least once, with five placing in 
the championship finals. 
pound classes, I.C. was faced bly optimistic. But just as every 
with the task of overcoming this story has its hero, we had our 
deficit, and almost succeeded. freshmen__:truc and blue (or shall 
I say green). In order for fresh- Sopobmore standout John Basos 
Terry Habeckcr got things rolling men to compete, we had to change set the example for the team Fri-
at 137 with a second period pin. our varsity status to that of a day as he placed first in the con-
as he won his eighteenth straight club. The next thing in line was solation finals of the 50 yard frce-
match. Larry Wcnnogle then work ... and I mean work! Our style with a new varsity record. 
picked up three more team first meet was scheduled for No- Dave Roberts missed his turn to 
oints, as he won a well wrestled vember 15, and somehow we had finish twelfth. John Marshall then 
9-6 decision. At 152 Tom Hoch- to put together a gymnastics team placed sixth in the championship 
fclder picked up _five with a pin, in time. finals of the 200 yard backstroke. 
as I.C. took a 13-10 lead, but As the season progressed, so He was followed by Kevin Fitz-
Clarkson came back at 160 as did our gymnasts. Among one of patrick who won the consolation 
Capt. Jay Robinson pinned Bill our top freshmen was Lee Mui- finals with his best time ever. He 
Meisner in the third period. tari. Lee graduated from Ithaca was seventh overall. The 400 free-
However, I.C. bounced back at High School and was our all style relay team of Tom McNa-
167 and 177, as Bob Scandurra around performer and top scorer mara, Baos, Brcwsc Ely and Rob-
won an 8-1 decision, and Wayne for the year. Lee's best event was crts climaxed the day by placing 
Keebler took a 7-0 decision. It floor exercise, and for you upp~r I sitx? in the champi?nship fina~s, 
was in the heavyweight match classmen who remember Bill scttmg a new varsity record m 
that our luck turned bad, as Tom Cowden, I predict that Lee will the process. 
Polimeni lost via pin, and I.C. the be consistently toping Bill's Roberts kept things going Sat-
match, 20-19. scores by next year. urday as he qualified twelfth in 
Against Brockport, one of the Our second highest scorer was the 100 fly and· then went on to 
better state schools for wrestling, Tabor Ames. Tab, a sophomore, finish eighth in the evenings 
Ithaca again wrestled toughly but competed on the side horse, rings finals. Marshall followed with a 
this time all that was achieved and high bar. I'd say that Tab was sixth in the 100 back with Fitz-
was a draw. At 123 we forfeited, one of our most spectacular per- patrick taking seventh. The med-
but at 130 Brockport gave up formers on the bar ... you never lcy relay team of Marshall, Rob-
five, so the score stood at 5-5 knew what to expect when he erts, Ely and Basos concluded the 
going into the 137 pound match. got up. True to form, he ended scoring by placing seventh, thus 
At 137, Te~y Habecker rolled to the seaso~ rather spectacularly. giving Ithaca its highest score 
a 10-0 decision as ~e PU! I.C._ on During the last meet the high ever in the championship . meet. 
the scoreb?ard ~1th his mne-
1 
bar collapsed in the middle of The season was a rough one for 
teenth straight wm. In the 145 his routine. So did Tab. the I.C. swimmers. After beating 
pound class Larry Wennogle took A freshman by the name of Harpur in the opener and then 
his second straight win, this time N s . upsetting Brockport for the first orm osm was our third highest 
by a 14-2 romp. At 152 Tom point getter. I was very im- time, the team became plagued by 
Hochfelder picked up another pressed with Norm's ring work. illness and injury. Operating with 
three points for the Bombers, as He shows excellent form and a an average of eight swimmers per 
he too won via decision, his by a great amount of potential for meet, the team lost its next four 
14-4 margin. However at 160 the next three years. meets. Ithaca then downed Lock 
I.C.'s luck began to change. Bill Haven 57-47 before losing its 
u . Probably the greatest surprise 
,ue1sner, wrestling another very next five meets, four of them to 
of the season were the perform-tough match, lost a 4-3 decision undefeated teams. The season 
ances delivered by Rusty Flook. to State University champ Tom ended on a triumphant note as 
h Rusty, a freshman, had comapar-Buntic . At 167 Bob Scandurra the Bomber swimmers triumphed I tively little experience in high lost a 2-0 decision, and at 177 over Oswego 60-53. 
school. This year, as result of a Wayne Keebler wrestled to a 1-1 Despite the fact that I.C. came 
d trmendous effort on his part, he raw, as the score stood 16-13 out on the short end of a 4-9 became our second highest scorer Ithaca going into the final match. record, there is much to be said on the high bar. However, in this Heavyweight for the effort and improvement 
bout, .Chuck Reynolds met Brock- A recap of the season wouldn't of the team's swimmers. This 
port's Regan ·Beers' 45-1 dual be complete without mentioning improvement is evidenced by the 
meet record, as the Brockport the fine work of the rest of the fact that five new varsity records 
star decisioned Reynolds by a 10- team consisting of Tim Baffaro, were set and one tied. The new 
5 score. Thus, the final score David Reich, Rick Meier, Dennis records are: 400 medley relay 
read Ithaca 16, Brockport 16. Continued on page 14 (Marshall, Roberts, Ely, Basos), 
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by Phil Chardis 
The winter sp~ season drew 
to a close before vacation, leav-
ing behind both some disappoint-
ing and encouraging notes. On 
the disappointing side, the fresh-
men wrestling team finished out 
the season with a 1-11 record, 
beating only Oneonta in the sea-
son's fourth match. The team had 
to forefcit many weight classes 
and just couldn't seem to cope 
with the stronger clubs of Cort. 
land, Brockport, Corning, and the 
like. The one "bright light" of the 
season was Bill Kleinfelder, who 
wrestled in the 167-177 lbs. 
weight class. Kleinfelder won 10 
matches while losing only two, 
and won by fall five times. He led 
the team with 40 points, and 
looks like a great varsity pros-
pect. Bob Simmonds was second 
on the squad with a 5~6 record 
and 21 points. 
Things get better when we 
turn to hockey, where the ice-
men finished their season at 3-3. 
The Bombers outscored their op-
ponents 50-38, and some kind of 
record must have been set when 
they put in 23 goals in their win 
over Rochester Tech. Bob Scan-
lan led the team in total points 
with 19, scoring 11 goals and 8 
assists. The two talented de-
fensemen, Jim Talentino and 
Rick Orpik, were tied for the 
runner-up spot with 14 points 
apiece. Geoff and Mike Scanlan, 
Paul Woytko, Gary Bortz, and 
Jim Cosco were also leading 
scorers for the team. In the goal, 
Bob Forester made 132 saves for 
a 26.4 per game average, and Ter-
ry Walker was second with a 19.5 
average. Ken Clark allowed the 
least number of goals per game 
at 2.5, with Walker and Forester 
having 3.0 and 3.2 respectively. 
This team is one of the best, if 
not the best, frosh team in I.C. ice 
history and should give a tremen-
dous boost to next year's varsity. 
The best frosh record of the 
winter season belongs to the 
basketball Bombers. Finishing 15-
6, the team gave a sterling per-
formance all year, with four out 
of the starting five collecting over 
300 points apiece. Shooting star 
Paul Veronesi led the scoring 
parade with 451 points and a 21.5 
average, followed closely by Dave 
Stark's 325 points for 15.5, Dave 
Dibler's 317 points for 15.1 points 
per game, and big Mike Williams' 
311 points and a 14.8 per game 
average. Add to these four the 
ball-handling of Danny Vetter, 
and you have an average of 73.5 
points a game from the starting 
five alone. Put this together with 
the great bench help coming from 
Paul Patterson, Skip Borowicz, 
and Norm Szwec, and you have 
the makings of a winning club. 
You still can't win thouah 
without some kind of r;bound;g 
strength, and the 6'4" Williams 
took care of this department al-
most single-handedly. Williams 
pulled down 309 rebounds for a 
14.7 per game average, and was a 
star performer under the boards. 
Some help for Williams came in 
the forms of Stark and Patterson 
who grabbed 184 and 143 re-
bounds respectively. 
The Bombers averaged 89.8 
points per game, and look for 
them next year to put some 
shooting punch into an otherwise 
low-scoring varsity. Next year 
may even see some starting 
sophs on the Bomber varsity (we 
hope). 
ALLES MARKEY 
SYNTHIA ALLES, Prop. 
114 N. Cayuga St. 
273-3140 Ithaca, N.Y. 
For the Only Complete 
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Girls Swim Team Triumphs liDJl 




With 7-3 Mark 
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by Joe Lapierre 
This year's southern trip was 
one of the best I.C. has had in 
recent years. The big surprise was 
Greg Capillino, a sophomore P.E. 
major fom Highland, N.Y. Greg's 
record was 3-0 and he had two 
saves. He had no earned runs 
charged against him and allowed 
only three hits and had fifteen 
strikeouts while permitting just 
five walks. This may have earned 
him the third or surely the 
fourth starting position. 
There was little doubt that UCLA would win a record 
third straight NCAA Basektball Championship. After the Btuim 
had lost their regular season-ending game to Southern Califor. 
nia for their only loss of the year, there was renewed hope for 
other basketball powers across the country. Perhaps the U.' 
CLANs were not invincible after all. Yet, as the NCAA Cham. 
pionship got underway, the significance of the Bruins' loss at 
the end of the regular season became all too clear. Instead of 
sparking other teams to confident, superior efforts, the loss gave 
UCLA increased vigor and incentive to prove that they indeed 
still were the nation's No. 1 basketball team. 




Photo by Darb Goldbcri:-
Girl Swimmers Show Winning Form. 
It was an exciting day March 1 In the 50 yr. backstroke, Brynn yd. freestyle in a time of 102.0 
at the State University College Kruse of Ithaca tied for second and another Ithacan, Nancy Gran-
at Brockport. The Ithaca College with a time of 34.6 and Jocelyn inger, finished sixth in 1.06.1. 
women's Swim team accumulated Von Stalk of I.C. finished ninth In the 100 yd. backstroke, I.C. 
231 points to become the N.Y. (36.4). The winning time was 33.8 women finished first and tenth. 
State Swimming Champions with by Sue Gingerd of Cornell. Amy' Steucek won with a 1:11.2 
a remarkable showing of two Tina Moir of William - Smith time and placing tenth was Marci 
qualified swimmers in every won the 100 yd. individual med- Stahl in 1:28.8. 
event. Marymount finished sec- ley with a time of 1:06.4 to break The 100 yd. breaststroke was 
ond, Cornell third and the State the old meet record of 1:09.1. another strong showing of I.C.'s 
University College at Oneonta Ithaca's best showing was a third women's swim team. Sandy Gagne 
was fourth in a competing field of by Nancy Graninger 1:12.9 while came in fourth in 1:23.0 and 
sixteen schools. Heather Young, also of IC., was Brynn Crandell came in sixth in 
The first event was the 200 yd. disqualified. 1 :25.0. The winner was Tina Moir 
medley relay won by Cornell The diving was a near victori- of William - Smith in a time of 
University in a time of 2:06.4. I.C. ous effort by Cindy Smith of 1:18.1 breaking the old meet 
finished second in 2:08.5. Both Ithaca. Cindy accumulated a 184.50 record of 1:24.7. The 200 yd. free-
times broke the old meet record point total to be narrowly beaten style relay team of Amy Steucek, 
of 2:l0.2. by Karen Edwards of Cortland Linda Young, Brenda Kruse and 
In the 20 0yd. freestyle the 
Ithacans finished third and fifth 
with performances by Linda 
Young (2 24.2' and Brenda Krure 
(2:33.5). The winner of the event 
was Martha Randall of Mary-
mount with a time of 2:04.7. 
The N.Y. State meet record of 
37 .5 in the 50 yd. breaststroke was 
broken by Sandy Gagne of J.C. 
with a time of 36.6. Cortland's 
Gale Giroux finished second and 
Ithaca's Brynn Crandall finished 
third. 
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with 185.75 points. Martha Mc- Anne Chipman of Ithaca College 
Gregor of Ithaca also qualified finished second with a time of 
to dive among the 12 girl field. 1:52.6. The freestyle team from 
The 50 yd. butterfly was won Cornell University had the win-
by Cornell's Peg Kennedy in a ning time of 1:48.8. Both teams 
time of 29.9 to break the meet broke the cild meet record of 
record of 304. Ithaca's Heather 1:55.0. 
Young and Jocelyn Von Stalk Congratulations on a brilliant 
finished fifth and sixth respec- showing at the State meet and 
tively with times of 32.6 and 33.3. especially for throwing Mrs. 
Linda Young of J.C. won the 100 Anderson into the pool at the end. 
KoCo !Bowling 'f eam Wins 
AH ... College llnvitationais 
by Chris Flatley 
The Bowling team finished out Mrs. Anderson and her Swim-
Vizzie and Lapierre continue 
to be LC.'s 1-2 punch. Both bad 
good springs, as Vizzie allowed 
but 4 hits in 14 innings with 
nine strikeouts and looked real 
good with a sharper breaking 
curve ball then he had last year. 
Lapierre permitted eight hits in 
15 innings. He also bad 18 strike-
outs and has a new pitch that we 
didn't see much of last year-a 
changeup. Rick Vogel looked a 
little wild down south but a little 
practice in the two week period 
before our first game will bring 
him back to bis freshman form. 
Gale Wrigbter was a surprise 
down south for it was the first 
look we got at him. He has a 
unorthdox pitching motion with 
a submarine pitch that looks like 
it comes out of the rubber. Gale 
has to adjust to the I.C. thinking 
and we still have to find out more 
about Gale but it looks like he 
will have to fight for a starting 
position behind Vizzie· and La-
pierre. 
-So much for pitching let's get 
to hitting. The other sophomore 
surprise was Bob Tavella. Bob 
hit .307 and pinch hit two home 
runs. Tavella will play outfield 
and first base. Gary Worden had 
to be the most impressive hitter 
down south. He constantly hit the 
ball bard but had few hits to 
show for it. He had two home 
runs and a double and many well 
hit drives that were caught. He 
also played the field well and a 
starting position has to be left 
open for him. Richie Miller also 
looked well batting .363 and 
hitting three home runs. Jerry 
Gardner and George Diemond 
looked real smooth in the infield 
and Jerry also hit well. At third 
base this year Richie will have 
to get accustomed to the infield 
and Dick Goodwin at first will 
have to regain his hitting con-
fidence so that we have good hit-
ting as well as an air tight in-
field. Dale Dirk hasn't been men-
tioned yet and he did well down 
south too. He is the best base 
stealer on the team along with 
left fielder Kurowski - both 
stole five bases. Dale has a real 
fluid swing and hits the long ball 
as well as singles. He is always a 
tough competitor and leads the 
outfield in challenging the infield 
for hitting supremacy. 
UCLA's 1969 NCAA Championship was their fifth in the 
last six years, and it marked the end of the Lew Alcindor era. 
Alcindor, college basketball's Player of the Year, bowed out in 
fine style. In the Bruins' national semifinal 85-82 victory over 
grossly underrated and upstart Drake, Alcindor scored 17 
points, but more importantly, dominated both backboards and 
made several key defensive maneuvers. UCLA played sloppily, 
as their 22 turnovers will attest to, and had it not been for the 
presence of Alcindor they might well have lost. Thus the stage 
was set for the championship game. Purdue, fresh off the heels 
of a resounding 92-65 pasting of North· Carolina's overrated 
Tar Heels, which saw the Boilermakers' sharpshooting guard 
and All-American Rick Mount rip the cords for 36 points, would 
be UCLA's opponent and last obstacle in their march toward yet 
another championship. 
The only way in which Purdue could hope to dethrone 
UCLA was to have nothing Jess than extraordinary perimeter 
or outside shooting. Excellent outside shooting by the Boiler-
makers would, in effect, neuiralize the inside strength of AJ. 
cindor. The need for a more or less perfect shooting afternoon 
for Purdue was all the more imperative when you considered 
rhe fact that there was simply no way in which Purdue could 
cope with UCLA's rebounding strength. Some thought Purdue 
was a step or two quicker than the Bruins, but in this respect 
the teams were probably evenly matched. Clearly then the stage 
was set. As time wore on, it was a case of Alcindor vs. l\fount 
Needless to say, Alcindor won the battle, and UCLA won 
the war. The Boilermakers' shooting was atrocious to sav the 
least (27 for 92) for -the game), and by the end of the first 
half,the outcome was no longer in doubt. Mount himself was 
able to connect on only 12 of 36 shots, well below his norm. 
For Bruin-haters, the real tragedy of the 92-72 Purdue defeat 
was that the Boilermakers were getting their shots, except they 
just wouldn't drop through the "well." That in itself was the 
story of the game. Alcindor, as usual, was intimidating. The big 
guy terminated his collegiate career with a brilliant perform-
ance which saw him score 37 points and grab 20 rebounds. 
Alcindor had it pretty much his own way as Purdue tried to 
defend against him man-for-man with 6-8 Jerry Johnson, and 
this proved to be the colossal, strategic defensive mistake of ~ 
the decade. Although it was a team effort by tpe Bruins with " 
few mistakes, great shooting, and a superb effort, Alcindor was 
undoubtedly the moving and dynamic force. 
· In retrospect, one has to wonder just how good Alcindor l.. 
really is. ·Most certainly he was one of the greatest collegiate 
players of all time, but then he wasn't really tested. After all, 
he was the tallest of the whole field, and there was virtually 
no way to defend against him. I, for one, feel that Alcindor has 
yet to be really tested. He has yet to meet his match. Appar· 
ently the pros, however, believe Alcindor is the greatest. 
It was reported that Alcindor recently. agreed to sign a 
contract with the NBA's Milwaukee Bucks for some $1,400,000. 
In so doing, he turned down a reported long-term package deal 
from the ABA's New York Nets for $3,250,000. Apparently pres-
tige and the desire for top-flight competition mean more to 
Alcindor than money. 
As Alcindor leaves the UCLA scene, he will leave behind 
a room full of records. He will also leave behind a legend. Some 
coaches are predicting the end of the basketball dynasty at 
UCLA. But don't forget Coach John Wooden won 2 NCAA 
Championships with relatively small teams. UCLA will be 
strong again next year with practically everybody back from 
this years' team, plus ·a bevy of fine sophomores. It wouldn_'c 
be preposterous to assume that UCLA just might win it all agarn 
next year. 
New W.A.Ao Board Elected 
by Chris Flatley 
A new Executive Board to sition period any difficulties or 
Women's Athletic Association has rough spots can be ironed out be-
fore the new officers take ol'et 
been elected for the 1969-70 sea- after Spring vacation. All the old 
their season here Saturday by ming team came back after a 
winning the first Annual All-Col- second last year, to pull a first in 
lege Invitationals. Each Ithaca the States at Brockport. In com-
girl had scores worth making petition with over 15 schools, 
note of: Evelyn Wright 199-571,- Ithaca was the best. Amy Steucek, 
Michele Block 207-553, Terry Heather Young, Ann Chipman and 
Godlewski 200-536 and Marcia Nancy Graninger came in second 
Wolly 199-508. Team total pin in the medley relay while Brenda 
standings for the tournament Kruse, Ann Chipman, Amy Steu-
were as follows: Ithaca 2168, eek and Linda Young also took 
Cortland 1794, Wells 1651, Cor- second in the freestyle relay. 
nell 1646, Corning CC 1621, and Nancy Graninger helped us along 
Oswego 1588. The tournament by placing third in the individual 
was run on a twenty-five point medley. Our two strong swimmers 
basis and I.C. took all twenty-five. came out ahead of all as they 
With its season now completed took first places; Sandy Gagne in 
the team has a 6-0 undefeated the 50 yd. Breaststroke and Linda 
record. On February 27, the team Young in the 100 yd. freestyle. 
bowled in the Annual A WPENYS Other placings were: Sandy Gagne 
mail-in tournament. Ithaca's high third in the 100 yd. breaststroke; 
Overall we were _7_3 and we 
beat the toughest team we played 
East Carolina, 3 out of four times'. 
This is our year to go to the 
son. The new board is Fran Evans, officers have worked extrcmelY 
President, Chris Holden, Vice- hard to continue and jmpro,e 
President, Cindy Smith, Secretary, W .A.A. as your organization. f. 
Beth Keeley, Treasurer; and thank-you goes to all of you fot 
Elaine Goldband, Program Co- all your time, cooperation and 
ordinator. most especially your genuine ill· 
A transition period has been terest. 
taking place this past week. This Special events are the Annual scorer was Michele Block with 
233-589. The results of that 
tournament are forthcoming 
pending final tallying by the 
A WPENYS officials. 
Arny Stcucek second in the 100 
yd. backstroke; Linda Young third 
in the 200 yd. freestyle; Branda 
Continued on Page 14 
NCAA college division tourna-
ment. The first game is Wed., 
April 9 al 3:00. Support your 
team they will be tough this 
year as in the past. 
involves last year's Executive Banquet on April 9 and the Picnic , 
Board and the new one conferring on April 30. In addition. the Syn· · 
over W.A.A. business, problems, chronized Swim Show will be pre· , 
workings, etc. Through this tran- sented on April 15 and April 16. 
